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A CRITICAL LITERARY SURVEY 
OF THOMAS MOFOLO'S WRITINGS. 
CHAPTER 1 .. 
INTRODUCTION 
The Literature Until Mofolo. 
Sotho literature before the advent of missionaries in 
Basutoland was an unwritten literature~ a heritage of oral 
tradition which has been perpetuated in the memory of the people 
by repeated narration. Basotho oral literature is exceedingly 
rich and of diverse types: proverbs, riddles, war songs, 
praises, folk-tales, legends, historical tales, love songs, 
funeral homilies, fables ana satiric songs etc. This oral 
tradition has been handed down by word of mouth from generation 
to generation. The heroic deedsof kings and warriors were 
recounted in historic narratives or in songs and praiseso Much 
of Basotho history especially wars can be traced through these 
war songs, (MEKOROTLO) and praises (DITHOKO). Proverbs (MAELE) 
form a great part of this heritage and do adorn Sotho literature 
of modern times. 
Proverbs are a collection of the experiences of a 
people, experiences some of which have been learned the 
hard way. These experiences are stored in this special 
manner, and from generation to generation they passed 
on, ever fresh and ever true. The new experiences of 
the younger generations are themselves embalmed in this 
special manner, and in that way the language is enriched 
more and more. 1 ) 
Riddles (DILOTHO) form another type of Basotho folklore~ 
Like proverbs riddles are educational in their content~ which 
is based on experience and observation. Their main function 
is to entertain and are a test of memory and quickness of wit,. 
1) Prof. C.L.So Nyembezi, :~ulu Proverbs: Po xiio 
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they also contain el~borate and rich linbuistic forms. Folk-
tc<.les and fables ( DI'l'SHOi:10) are stories which are interwoven 
vvi th sonc,s ( couLJlets ;_uc.J. refrain) to holci attention~ this beinc?, 
an excellent~ old African w~y of tellin6 stories. In this 
way such stories are at oLce instructive and entertaininb. 
~hi~e or~l literature instructs dna ed~cates 1t also fixes the 
form of trs.ditiona.l lant:,ua.0 e \Vhich has rellls-ineo. J:!Ure cind un-
We are more th~n 6 rateful to Rev. E. Jacottet~ the most 
gifted lin6 uist and. philolo 0 ist 1 who vvrote two volumes of Basotho 
folk tales which he co~le~ted and preserved for c,enerations to 
come. In this vvay he as sis t<2d and encourat:sea the t.srovvth of 
the SJ?iri t and love :tor viri tinb li terCi ture amon6 st the Basotho 
yeople. we thank Llr • ..,.. SSJ:c::.s.c vvho made e1 good collection of 
Bc<.sotho customs and J?roverbs in his oook~ li:tBKG\J.,_ L.G I1lAELE A 
BASO'.CHO. Vv'e are indeb sed to hir ZG.kea D. I.'LAl'JG\V.ti.BLn for his 
wonderful collection of the praises of the Basotho Chiefs, 
Also a mention~ must be 
made in this connection 1 of a book, the tit~e of which is 
SENKATAN"~ b,y the .late Dr. I;:10i01(3NG, a dru.mo. in which the story 
of this lebendary hero is recalled. 
A Part Played -b;:y Hissior~aries in So"tho Litc;rature. 
Education as we understand it beban in Basutoland under 
the leadershi~ of the earlJ miss1onaries. 'l'he me:wbers 
of the Paris :Cvane;,elical 1\'~ission who settled in the Country 
in 1833, were ~he ~ioueers. fne Roman Catholic Mission 
fol~owed in 1862, and the Bn6 lish Church Iilission in 
') ) 
1876.~ 
In 1833, no other £u.roJ:led.n settlements vvere yet to be 
found on the northern side of the Oran0 e River, v.rith the 
exception oi' the missions es ca1Dlished by the 
2) Basutoland, Repor~ of the Director of Bducation of the 
year 1954 i. J. 
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London Society at I<JJRUI;.U. .. d and :Ph:;_lli uolis 
.r: ' 
and the ·i!esleyan 
Society at Platbarb on the ~~l. 
The French missio~aries who settled at ~ORIJa in 1833 
soon felt the neeu for books written and printed in Sesotho, 
the lane;uu.ge of :Busotno, w1.1.ich u. t thd t time had never been 
reduced to writin~. In 1837 Rev. 'fhomas .t~.rbuusset .~.~ublished 
the first Sotho booklet ever proauced. Its title was :BUKANI.ii..NE 
Ti:u:~.GLO SEKOLZ (Little Book of Prayer and School). 
It contained a short ~ccount of Bible hisGory. The prinGing 
of this booklet was dona in Ca~e Town. Then followed two 
other booklets (trunslations of the Bible or Bib~e extracts) 
n2.1.mely SEYO S.tl. DI.2SLO ('-Lhe Food of the Hearts) by Rev. 
Arbousset, Cl.nd TO=:'OLLO E ENTSdENG KE J ESU KRES'l'.2 
( Rederh.LJtion by Jesus Christ) vvri tten by Rev. .Cue;ene CcLsa.lis. 
In lb44 a h,ymn book known as Dil1\~L1~ 'l'Sii SiuiB containine:, 
100 Sesotho hymns, words only 9 vms rec..dy. The new Testament 
was translated by bessrs S. Rolland and E. Casalis dnd the 
work wus com~letea in 1855. 
In 1860 Rev. ~dol~he fuabille arrived in Basutoland and 
was ~laced dt Morija. 
He vv&s the most uccom.plished rel_,_ces entu.ti ve of his 
generation. His influence oven~ his collectbues, even 
the older ones, as well as over the Bs.sotho themselves, 
wu.s c.bsolutely uniq_ue.3) 
His aim was to evan6 elise the :Basotho people throuc:,h··the Basotho 
themselves. To carry out such a plun the Paris Evan5elical 
lVi.ission Society aimed at yroducinb suf'fic1ent and com_petent 
Basotho teachers or evanbelists to man their schools and churches. 
fhe ur5 ent necessity for a trainin6 institution was keenly felt 
by the new missionaries s.nd particuls.rly by Rev. lYlabille. 
He under::.;tood, be-cter iJcrhaJJ.S than an;y- other South 
11.frican 1\:i.ss ionar;y-, how breG tly the develo:pment of a 
3) Ellenber6 er, A Cen-r;ury of lVIission vJork in Basutola.nd, 1?. 116. 
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literature in the ver~~cular co~ld advance the service of 
God. 4 ) 
He, on his own initiative, introduced Printinb Press at Morija 
in 1861, and in 1862 a Book Depot wus established. In 1864 
he started the public~tion of a smdll monthly Sesotho Newspaper, 
LBSEDINYANE LA LESu·.J:HO ( ·fhe Little 1i0 ht of Basutoland), the 
oldest African News~aper in South Africa. At this time many 
books in the vernacuL,r h-ere printed at l\iori ja Printing Press. 
At this very time Rev. A. Nlabille wu.s busy tran::;,latine:, John 
Bunyan 1 s book, "'J.:he ?ilt;rim 1 s lJrob.r·ess", one of the best books 
th~t could have been circulated amon5 the Busothu Christians. 
Sesotho translatlon of this book is known us £.2:1~.1.'0 LA NiUIG.1..8S'.l:B 
(The Journey of u Christian). Books printed from 1870 to 
1880 have laid tne foundation of any Sesotho liter&ture we may 
hcive now and they form the substru tu:c:1 UJ:JOn which all subsequent 
works have been built. "Sesotho G-rallilil.ar" a:12d "Se::wtho-Ene;lish 
Dictionary" ac·.i.JedrE::d in 187b and H57 8. §rom 1882 to his death 
in 189 4 B.ev. 11.. Lls.bille _,;rinted a coruparc.. ti vely large number 
of new im.t!ortant books. He 1.rote a Sesotho phrase book called 
Till he diea he w~s in char5e of the whole work of 
the Printinb Press and Book Depot at Morija. On his dea.th-bed, 
his last charbe to his sorrowin6 colleagues was: 
~ \ 
drite books for the Basotho.'' 
After Rev. A. Mabille 1 s death the Mission Conference 
lJlaced Rev. Alfred Casalis -:)Ver the Printin6 Press and Book 
De_t!ot. He wrote Sesotho-En6 lish Voca,bulary. When he returned 
to Europe Hev. Samuel Duby succeeded hir;:"· He wrote a book 
known as fS.~-:~. LEHODDI=O Ll:: TSA LEFn'I'SHE (Lessons on Geography)· 
In 1909 vvas started a nevv series of new Gra,duated Sesotho 
Readers known as DIP J.;.JJI SO ':C Sh S:SSOfHv, adaJ:)ted to new 
Bctsutoland school code. l\!Iost of the subject matter has reference 
4) ~. Jacotuet, fhe Norija PrinTin6 Office und Book DeJ:)ot, P. 12. 
5~ E. Jacottet, fhe Morija Pr1ntinb Office ~nd Book De~ot, P. 13. 
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to South 1ifrica or Basutoland, anu nearly al.l articles were 
written by Basotho themselves, encoura5ed by Rev. s. Duby, the 
then mana6 er of the :Printing Press c;,t l,Iorija. 
Mcfolo's Life and Tlllies. 
Before attem~tin6 anythine, liKe a study- of Niofolo and his 
works, it will be wall to try and realise something of his 
surroundine,s, his contem~oraries und the liter~Lture of his time. 
~fe have seen hovv indebted we are to the Paris Lvangelical 
Mission Society for the be 6 innine, of Sotho Literature. They 
were the first to reduce the language to writing in order to 
further their own puryose namc:ly conversion of paga.ns to 
Christianity. 
( 
'they were dlso the first to write grammars on 
the language; to comJ;lile vocabularies a.nd dictionaries and to 
translate the scriytures into the vernacular. It was under 
the c;uide:mce .J.nd inspiration of these Christian NJ:issionaries 
that the Basotho authors emerged. I:i:orija is, indeed, the 
cradle of modern Sotho Literature. All the old Basotho writers 
were educated at Iviori j a. fhey were trained as teachers in the 
trainine, school, and as evangelists in the Bible school. 
Almost all worked at the Printing Press and Book Depot at 
Morija. Some even taught in both trainin6 and Bible schools. 
Taking the chief writers of fuofolo's a 6 e rouc;hly in their 
chronolo6 ical order, we come first to lVIr .~_,_zo.riel Sekese, 
(1849-1930) the writer of Pirso Y.A DINONYHNA:, a satire on 
Basotho procedure in their courts; and 111-DKGWA LE IVIABLB A 
BASOTHO (Customs and Proverbs of the Basotho), a valuable 
collection of Basotho folklore and tradition. The second 
writer is Mr .2.veri tt Lechesa Sec;wete ( 1858-192.3) who wrote 
RA.PHEPHENG (Father of Scor.i:Jion) the name of an old liiosotho who 
tells us about the 5 ood olden days when Basotho used to be in 
their natural state, healthy, tmaffected and untC~.inted by 
Westen Civilisation. Another book by the same author is 
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MONONO KE IIIOHOLI KE I'iluUW ... s.l'LG in which the wri iier narrates 
his own personal ex~eriences and esca~ades while he was wandering 
in the Ca~e Colony, and how ultimately he discovered faith that 
gave mecmine, to his life and was converted. 'i'he third vvri ter 
is :rllr .Gdward :Motsamai ( 1870-1959), the writer of Iv.LCHL.b.. YA 
l1L1DII1~0 (In those days of Cannibals) a coj_lection of exciting 
stories of th~t ~eriod of 5eneral unrest in the history of the 
Basotho people. The fourth is the most industrious and by no 
means the lec:.st distingllislled of che writers of ;);Iofolo 's time, 
Iv'fr Zaked. D. Manc,wc:tela ( 1883-1963). Influenced by Rev. R. H. Dyke 
and Rev. S. Duby, 1VIr IIIangwaela vvas one of the writers that helped 
to produce graduated Sesotho Readers (DIPhDISO). But his real 
first contribution to Sotho literature was a book entitled 
'11 S11 _ti;LO:i) ELE YA L.2;;:)v'l:HO ( Pro 6 ress of Basu to land) published in 
1911. His second book was HAR 'i;. DIBA'i'.c;.}L-:.. LE DINYrt:!VlA'i'SAHE 
(Durinb the tirue of beasts i:ind 0.nimals), u collection of short 
stories concerninb the cidventures of hunters an6_ travellers 
with wild aniwals. He also made a col~ection of the praises 
of the Basotho chiefs which he comtJiled into a book known as 
DI'rHOKO TS.n kJiREl'TA A LESuTHO. 
1rhese writers, the contem.i:JOrc..ries of Iiiofolo, deserve a 
special mention in the history of Sotho literature, for they 
distinctly ms.rk the dmvn of the new a 6 e, tne real moment of birth 
of our modern Sotho literature. 'rhey cire wri t(3rs who have the 
barest rudiments of learninb, and cannot boast of any literary 
ancestry. These pioneers of Sotho literature were beginning 
to shape the rough materials of their mother ton5ue into some-
thing like literary form for the various pur~oses of instruction 
and entertainment. In t~ds way an appetite for literature 
has been fostered, and an immense im1Jetus given tv the grovving 
love of everything that makes for the enrichmer:_t of life. 
The works of these early Basotho writers became a well-sJ?ring 
of insl!iration to I,J:ofolo and to many modern writers of Sotho 
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literature. Thus these buddin~ Basotho writers made a remark-
able contribution to the hU111.ble beginning of their own Sotho 
literature in their own Sotho language. 
Having had a fleeting glance at the early Basotho 
writers 1 contemporaries of Thomas I1Iofolo, I must now dwell on 
the life history of 1\[ofolo himself, and then discuss his 
achievement in the field of Sotho literature. Thomas Mofolo 
is the son of Mr. Abinere Ra-Mofolo and Alitta Mmapeko. Both 
were Christians, members of the P.E.M.S.'s church. Thomas was 
born in 1877 at Kgojane's in Mafeteng district. Afterwards his 
parents left Kgojcne's and settled in Qomoqomong in the district 
of Quthing. He grew up among beautiful surroundings, in a fer-
tile valley with excellent pastures g,nd grain lands; surrounded 
by mountains, hills and kloofs which were still covered with 
natural forests. The streams flowed down the many gorges into 
the bigger river called ~omoqomong on whose banks were rich 
fields of wheat, mealies c.tnd sorghum. l\lofolo gave this valley 
a characteristic n~me of FITSENG (At the pot) because to him 
it looked like a pot in shape. The name FITSENG became the 
title of one of his no'. els o Mofolo was a quiet, shy and reserved 
boy, who played and herded cattle with the other Basotho boys. 
He attended a small primary school in Qomoqomong under Mr. 
Everitt Lechesa Segwete whom r/Iofolo loved and admired so much. 
Having completed his primary education in Qomoqomong 
Mofolo went to Masitise Mission school. From here he proceeded 
to Morija, where he studied theology in the Bible school, and 
then took a teachers' course which he completed in about 1898. 
It is at Morija Training vv-here Mofolo met Mr .. Z.D. Mangwaela, 
who had just come and was younger than Mofolo himself. 
During his scholastic career Mofolo was advised and 
assisted financially by Revo R.H. Dyke. After completing he was 
employed by Rev .. Ao Casc:~lis at the Book Depot in Morija .. He 
remained in this vvork an til the end of 1899 when war broke out 
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(the Anglo-Boer ~ar). The ~orija Printing Press and Book 
Depot ceased to function on account of this war. 
moved to LELvvAL.CliG inductrisl school 'vvhcre he g_uullfied o.s a 
car.t-!enter. Jl'rom hc:re he ~~ent to Bensonvale ILsti tu te where he 
tau~ht for a year. Rev. R.H. Dyke called him back to Basutoland 
and {save him a teaching post in HLs..seru. After the war the 
Printin{s Press and Book Depot re-opened and started functioning 
once more. Mofolo was re-em.J::iloyed by Rev. A. Casalis and he 
remained in this post until 1910 when he was replaced by 
llir Z. D. .JJiane,'IW.ela. 
At the joint offices of Book De~ot and Printing Presa 
where LESEDINYARL: the oldest Sesotho Newspa_tJer was printed and 
:published, lilofolo &cted as a cle1~k and d proof--reader of the 
manuscri~ts of books to be rrinted. He read ~he religious and 
historical books then 1Jublished, and some novels by European 
writers such as John Bunyan and Sir H. Hider HC~.ggdrd, etc. 
Once more fuosolo leit Lorija and went to the Gold Mines in 
Johannesburg to do yiece work. h certain Mr faberer sent him 
back to Basutoland in 191~ to be a labour a~ent for the 
ECKSfEIN grou~ of mines. But a.fterwards I110folo recruited in 
his own n8.1Ile, and for whomsoever he vv-ishcd. He recruited labour 
for esold and dia:u1onci :w.ines 1 for SU0 ci.r J:)lanta tions in Natal; 
for co..Llieri2s and farm. wor~~. 
He opened business in Teyateyanenb where he had a 
grinding mill. He entered into some contract with the govern-
ment to carry lJOst between Teyateyai~en6 and Ma.voten6 at the 
foot of the mountains. 
the mountain area of B~sutolana. It is here where he did a 
lot of missionary work. He conducted Sunuay services at 
different placesi a~~d with his own material (corr~bated iron) 
helped to put U.t? some churches, one at I;Iadin6 vreinene;,, another at 
Kgo~unb• Ill-heblth forced him to sell his business in favour 
of d fdrm which he J?Urcha.sed in Iilatatiele district, where he 
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lived for four ye~rs. Thcre~fter he and nis family returned 
to ·.reyateyunene:, in Ba,su toj_and ':Lui ce; illi~voveri;;.,iled c.nd sickly. 
He diea in 1949, at tLc ci 6 e of ubout 62. 
kofolo's long conn~ction with the Morija ~rintin6 Press 
and Book De~ot lliada hllli naturally interested in books. It 
gave him the opportunity of acqucdnting himself vd th the literary 
achievements of the other B~sotho writers of his time. By 
:proof-re:aciinb the ma-nuscripts G.nC.. rec..O.ine:, books already 
J)ublished his lovs for writin6 was stimulated. His employers, 
Rev . .h.. CCLsalis cind R~;;;;v. s. Duby encoure1.e,ed hirr1 to write Sesotho 
books. In 1906 the Lesediny~ne began to publish in a serial 
form his first book "l;~oeti \'lla Bot jhabela" ( fhe travelj_er of the 
East). This was followed in 1910 by PI~SE~G. His third and 
l&st book is "'.r jhaka". It differad frok the first two in that 
it did not heLve moral considerations, and it took m1ssionaries 
by sur_llrise. They were reluctant to publish it and this 
ex)!lains th8 reason Nh;r "Tjhu..Ka" was :publi;e,hed. in 1925, long 
after Kofolo had leTt ffiorija. Each of these novels will be 
discussed critically and in detail in the followine:, chapters. 
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CHAPTEH 11. 
"Ivloeti Wa Botjhabela" 
The Plot. 
"Moeti vfa Botjha.bela" is the 1irst of the three books 
Thomas Mofolo wrote and it was published in 1906. vfe. do 
find some influence of John Bunyan's book in "lVIoeti wa Bo-
tjhabela" but this influ8nce does not be 6 in until the height 
of Fekisi's internal conflict is reached ~nd he decides to leave 
his home country, relatives and friends. Some com}:Jarison 
between Bunyan's book and that of Mofolo may clarify the nature 
of influence if any. 
Bunyan's book the "Pilgrim's Progress" is the history of 
the struggle uf human nature to overcome temptation and shake 
off the bondage of sin. It is the story of a man named 
Christian who sets out on a journey weighted with a heavy burden 
of sins. His story is delivered under the similitude of a 
dream. But Mofolo's man named Fekisi leaves home as a perfect 
man who lc::d an examplary life in a godless world, a vvorld of 
sinners. He can no longer tolerate this world and would very 
much likG to go to the world of eternal good and happiness. 
He carries no bundle of sins himself but is full of religious 
doubts and searching questions. He has no temptations to 
overcome. His main quest is to find that Eternal love who 
rules the universe, that is, God himself who is the source of 
life, light and truth, 
Christian leaves home and is· accomlJanied by .E'ai thful. 
He delights in human companionship and unaertakes a journey 
in hearty human fellovvship which accounts for the homely and 
lively dialogue 1 which adds to the charming and pleasant 
style in which th(:) "Pilgrim's Progress" is written. They 
engage in a conversation in a desire to divert each other and 
forget the destruction a~1d death which they have left behind. 
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Christian was fortunate bc:cause he met the three angels who 
assured him that his sins W'2r.J forgiven, cmd they gave him a 
comforting scroll to read c:md to serve as u tGsti:rr:.onic.-'..1 to be 
handed in at the Celes~ial Gdtd. Fekisi, on the other hand, 
shuns man's company and runs away from it. He stole out of 
his own home and h..:.d nobody to keel:J him com}Jany and to share 
with him the troubles cmd the tribulations of his lonely journey. 
He had no· paper or scroll to comfort him or to offer as a 
testimony. Unlike Christian he did not run away from any 
destruction and death; he did not err into the wrong paths. 
There were no powc::rs of c:vil to snare him or entice him away 
from his chosen puth. The steadfastness of his £aith was 
unshaken by adverse circumstances. Faith was his confort, 
prayer his source: of hope and confidence. After every prayer 
he felt an imiard voice encouraging and urging him with a 
force of' commandment to sc;-.::1;;:: for the truth and to look for God 
until he found him. 
On the vvay Christlan was clothed in armour, given c1 good 
sword and was ready for any eventu~lity. He was supplied with 
a loaf of bre;au, a bottle of-wine and a cluster of raisins to 
satisfy his hung,::;r c.nd thirst. w i -ch a sword Christian fou 6 ht 
and defeated Apollyon, the foul fi~nd who blocked the way. 
Fekisi left home armed with primitive Sotho weapons, the spear, 
a battls-axe and a shield. ·~vith thGse he managed to kill a 
lion and a lioness with which he came across unexpectedly. 
To alleviate suffering from hunt:;,er and thirst li'ekisi de:tJended 
on chance; wild animals extended to him some unusual kindness; 
lions left their prey for him to get meat; springbok presented 
itself to him to be killed in order that he gets meat and 
drinks its bloodi another animal led him to a spring to drink 
water. 
~ie miss from 11 lVIoeti 1io. Botjhabela" a host of familiar 
symbols found in the "Pilgrim's Progress", taken from the 
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personal impressions of the author, John Bunyan. He was able 
to observe many of his fellows. He gave his characters such 
apt names as Worldly Wiseman, Talkative 1 Hypocrisy 1 vVatcl1ful~ 
Faithful etc; and noted the courage of some, the vacillations, 
the evasions, the various egotisms, and the hypocris~es of others. 
With a natural talent he was able to weave together his thot,:sand 
observations into an allegory. What is a:...so lacking in 11 lvioeti 
Wa Botjhabela" is the superabundance of scriptural references 
found in the 11 Pilgrim's Progress 91 • 
In 11Moeti Wa Botjhabelan Mofolo prays rather than quotes 
scriptures, and has always assumed that God has heard his 
prayer and has through a mysterious voice granted that which he 
requested in his prayer. 
The only Major point of similarity between these books 
is that they both delineate life as a journey beset with pitfalls, 
dangers and despair to the next world. But they· differ in 
their manner of execution. Bunyan sees to it that in addition 
to company, relief and joy Christian should be given hope and 
encouragement. Thomas Mofolo makes his hero trudge the arduous 
journey alone, in loneliness and fear as well as despair. He 
makes the reader doubt whether Fekisi will ever reach the 
desired destiny. 
Before reaching his goal Christian sees in front of him 
a deep river, over which there is no bridge. The crossing of 
this river depended upon the depth and shallownBss of his 
bBlief in God. He entered the river and began to sink. A 
great horror and darkness fell upon him and could no longer 
see. When he recovered he found that he had reached the other 
side. Similarly Fekisi saw before him a limitless sea w.hicb 
he did not know how to cross. His strength began to fail~ 
He was weak and much enfeebled by fever. Finally he fainted. 
When he recovered his senses he found three white men standing 
around him. They took him into their ship and sailed a.r::::;;oss 
the sea with him. 
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From the above comparison it is clear that Mofolo did 
borro·w some material from the "Pilgrim's Progress" but did not 
imitate it~ He took from Bunyan's book that which enriches 
his own creation and does not destroy his individuality. His 
own Sotho spirit breathes throughout the whole work. He made 
use of his environment and drew much of his material from it. 
He based his plot on local conditions and wrote about Sotho 
society of his time~ The idea that the life of man is a toilsome 
pilgrimage to the next world is not really recondite and is as 
likely to occur independently to a devout Christian like Thomas 
Mofolo especially in tho,_; e days when Christianity was beginning 
to make its impact felt among the people. The kind of influence 
lYiofolo derived from John Bunyan cannot be manifested in likeness s 
but in co:mrnon seriousness of concern with essential human 
issueso This profound seriousness is due to his evangelical 
background and his reverent attitude towards life. 
"l'IIoeti Wa Botjhabela" is a story of a young man whose 
love of man wa.s always blended with reverent love of God even 
though he had a very vague idea of the nature of God and his 
whereabouto During his boyhood and for years there after, he 
went through agonies of religious doubts as to whether he 
possessed the faith to win salvation for his soul. His rare 
gift, the capncity to see through material things, clouds, 
rain, thunder, lightning, stars etc. to the spiritual behind 
them, tormented him with an almost morbid consciousness of 
his own worthlessnesso At this very point he welcomed the 
interposition of the divine grace which came to him in the 
form of a dream. His dream pointed the way which he must take 
to satisfy his quest for means of salvation. The way led to 
the East, to NTSWANATSATSI a place which is known traditionally 
to be the origin of all the Basotho people. 
But "Moeti Na Botjhabela" is an allegory.- An allegory 
is a kind of a story in which characters, objects and events 
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stand for ideas and relations among ideas. They are not to 
be taken as real but as representing certain aspects of character 
which are involved in the meaning. Usually such stories are 
relatively simple. The story in "lVIoeti Wa Botjhabela" is a 
sustained metaphor conveying a veiled moral meaning. The 
deeper meaning of "lVIoeti vifa Botjhabela" is how a soul can achieve 
its salvation and reach its destiny. Therefore "lVIoeti Wa 
Botjhabela" is a candid account of the author's own spiritual 
struggles, his internal conflicts, his gloom and despair; but 
finally he recovered assu~ance of grace and peace of mind. 
Fekisi is indeed the personification of the author's soul which 
is full of doubts and fears as well as discouraging apprehensions. 
lVIofolo's enquiring mind forced him to find the cause and origin 
of things: 
Pelo ya hae e ne e b~la, e ne e batla Modimo. 
Pelo ya hae e ne e tjhoba, e tjhobela Modimo. 
Pelo ya hae e ne e lohotha ntho di le kgolo bosiu le 
motsheare. 1 ) 
"lVIoeti Wa Botjhabela" is a story which centres on one 
person, a hard worked and travelling person, who suffers every 
vicissitude, good and bad, but endures them all. There is noL 
real plot to be developed but a narrative unity which comes 
from the fact that it is Fekici who is the chief character 
throughout the book; and he alone holds the main threads of the 
story together. Without him the whole story falls into pieces. 
He had to pass through a succession of scenes and was introduced 
to a great number of people and animals as he went from the low 
lands of Basutoland to the mountain area, through the Batlokwa 
land, the wilderness and the sea. His journey to the East 
is as good as taking a reader on a panoramic tour through 
society, a broad picture of life in Mofolo's time. 
l) p.l9 His heart was pondering, was yearning for God. 
His heart was throbbing and throbbing for God. 
His heart was meditating great things night and day. 
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"Moeti Ws. Botjhabela" can be and is read for the .sake of its 
narrative skill. Mofolo has a natural story-tel~in6 gift, and 
the ~ower of so vividly ~resentino the essentials of a story 
as to make the reader thoroushly interested in the narrative 
for its own sake. 
Characters. 
Fekisi. 
Fekisi is the hero c.md the only character who. really counts 
in this book. He is introduced to the reader as a ~erfect 
human being, a virtue incarnate: 
E, ke re motho; e seng lii.Otho sebo~eho, le ho tseba ho 
ruekgwen6 ,yohle, raotho S8.r.Jhirin6 l<J .r.JOntshenb, Lwtho 
bohlokong le thabon6 , boiketlo:a.e> le bothatene,, tlale.ng 
le nalen6 •
2 ) 
This picture of the L1an at the b,:; 6 innin6 of the booK shows that 
Fekisi is not se;en obJC:CGively by the writor as a. character in 
the round. The author uoes nut in'tend that we sse in .Fekisi a 
recoc;,nisable 1-'otrait of a hmliun being ..Like ourselve;:;, but a 
personified abstraction; a syJ..u.bol of virtue; the ideal to be 
aimed at. 
Ric,ht through the book the author uoes not bother to 
make clear Fekisi' s eLwtional develo~,:;Jw.ent, or to take stock of 
his real character, because these are not within his terms of 
reference. He is concerned merely with the painting of a 
broad picture of life of his tiue. It is evidently not a 
picture in which depths of character ~re sounded, and in which 
2) P. 1. Yes, I say a hlan, not only in appearance or in 
knowinc, how GO s~ec.K; but a human beine:, in speech, 
in <:ictions, in all his behaviour; a human being in secret 
and in public; a hUILlan beinc; in 6ri~:d and in joy; in 
tranq_uility and in hardships; in hunger and in J:>lenty. 
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the heibhts of ~~ssion ~re touch~a. Fe~isi is, therefore, a 
sy1:1bol of one asdact of t.t1e a.uthor' s character; tnat aspect 
which concarns itself with the salvation and. aestin;y of the 
hu:m.an soul. Fekisi's 6 reat love ior the real bood, for :per-
faction itself, rebels ~gainst the sinful world in which he 
lives. This love in~oses a ~uty u~on his soul never to rest 
until he finds this perfection which is Gou hifuself. ·.rherefore 
the ruain moti v0 thci t ffit.:.d8 Fekisi d.eJ."'art frou hallie is this great 
desire to discover the hi6h~st 5ood. He 5 oes forth.and sBeks 
this highest satisfaction for his soul in the syirit of self-
reliance and fai t.:.J.. He is unsv1erving in his love for the recJ.l 
good for whoi11 he sacrifices everythine:, and faces unknown perils. 
He turns his back on humanity in fierce hatrc;c1 of its vices 
and follies. He renounces th<:;; teB:poral world in order to e,ain 
for his soul_ the lastinb ha.J}:liness. 
J:i'ekisi is cJ. choice exa.D1.tJls, sta.nclinc, awuy :from the ru.ass of 
This hake~ it difficult or 
impossible for us ~co en-cer intiL1ately into his feeline:,s. 'l'he 
little we know of his character COkes from the ~uthor himself. 
He acts as a colclllendator for hLc:;_. He describes and re~orts to 
the reader what he knows about his own creation. 'I'he reader 
cannot verify the ro~ort by yuttine, it against Fekisi's actions, 
speech or against what other characters have to say about him. 
Fekisi s~eaks to nobody but to himself. 
But in s~ite of ~11 what has been s~id above, Fekisi's 
r;.t ttachment to the general dra11u of li.fe 1Y1US t be felt and under-
stood. Fekisi has a fair ancl symr'athetic heart, and he loves 
justice. He is a~~all~d by the injustices of man. Deep in 
his heart he thinks it woulu be a thousand tir.:1es better to 
die fi 0 htin6 for justice than live and watch the injustices 
:per~etrated on icLan. This expla.ins his firfu stand abainst 
those who bulJ.ied other herllbo;ys; s.nd Cl.e,~inst those cruel men 
who indulged in beating boys for llothino• His burnlno desire 
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to see justice done was the me:dn reason why he wanted to avenge 
the murder of Sebati and that of Phahvvane's wife. 
Fekisi is a man of a.ee~' contemJ?lation, & drea:wer whose 
mind is full of meeliitations. He had. the habit of sli}!ping 
into meditative or abstract thoughts. He had the habit of 
thinkint:S and q_uestioning things; in other words he had a searchine:, 
mind. He had a great desire to know and understand the universe, 
the stars, the moon 1 the sun, rain etc; and about the nature of 
God and the relation between God and man. He appealed to the 
knowledge of the olO. :people and enq_uireei into the Old J3asotho 
reli~ion. :But he did not receive satisfactory explanation to 
his q_uestions. .As a result he had rapid cnane;es of mood. He 
was nmv gay and excited, now moody a.nd depressed. .At times he 
became lonesome because of his eccentric nature. He found 
happiness a.nd coruradeshiJ? among anima.ls, particularly cattle, 
vvhich alone were invested with the sympathy which he would not 
find in hum.o..n bein.gs. To them alone he bade goodbye when he 
departed from home. His soul finds solace and refuge in 
nature. Her beauty especially after rain captures and en-
raptures him so much that his heart is touched and tears dro~ 
from his eyes. 
In appearance Fekisi was handsome, tall and of a good 
built. His voice was dee}! and pleasant. When he spoke no 
one wished him to stop. He was likable. There was rivalry 
among girls, each wantin5 to be married by him. :But in spite 
of all his physical attractions which the author describes so 
vividly, his emotiona..L life remains a closed book to us. He 
does not ex~ress in words or actions his passions of love or 
hatred, of joy or sorrow; exce}Jt to his cattle wYlich he showered 
with praises on the eve of his departure. 
Fekisi was a dreamer of dreams and a man of visions. 
In addition he had some extra endowment, that of dreaming the 
right solution to his problems. This constant luck of his 
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makes him less und less human before the eyes of a reader, and 
detracts from the story the element of credibility. A reader 
fails to sympathise with Fekisi, dnd also finds it difficult to 
love or hate him because of his exceptional nature. He always 
does the right thing, chooses the right path, and goes through 
all his obstacles. 
Fekisi was a man of pr~yer and faith. He prayed for the 
protection of his parents. He prayed for his cattle that God 
in his kindness should provide them with another herdboy. In 
despair, when hlli'llan wisdom and efforts had failed he prayed 
for God 1 s helpo Finall;)r Fekisi prayed for the whole of mankind 
with whom he identified himself dnd felt the weight of the sins 
of the whole world. These he confessed and asked God to forgive 
them all. 
Fekisi had a strong faith which amounted to fatalism. 
He is so svvept away by the course of fate that our sense of 
his heroism is weakened or lost altogether. When confronted 
by a difficult problem Fekisi prayed und relied on fate to 
provide a solution either in dreams or visions or mere chance. 
Fekisi believes that 'Nhatever happens to him, whether in dreams 
or visions it is in accordance w2th the will of God. He 
dreams because God wants to show him the way to Ntswanatsatsi 
where he dwells. His creaulousness rather than conviction 
made him leave his home and friends and go to an unknown placeg 
Only faith susta~ed him through mountains, desert and the sea. 
Only faith made him bear hunger, thirst and illness until he 
reached his goal, the Mount Zion, the home of the living God. 
Through vision he came face to face with his Creator and died 
at the foot of the altar. 
Phakwane 
Phakwane had great love for drinks and like many others 
during his time would not do without them. He went from place 
to place in search of beer. Having fohnd it he drank excessively. 
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His will was weak and had no sensa of values. The fact tb:i t 
he always quarrelled vvi th other _b.ieOJ.Jlc u.nd usGd obscene lan6 uat::Se 
when drunk shows tho.t he;; coulC:. not choosG batvteen 5 oou and evil. 
Phakwa.ne lacked self-con1.;rol und lmJ. no sense of L:Loueration. 
He caul~ no~ drink moderately. He failed. to control an6 er and 
he beat his innocent vvife sc E::xcessively that she di8d. 
l)hakvvane wc.s a hUI.w.<.lll btdn0 onl.Y wL.en he was sober. :Bm.t 
a beast when he w.:.~s drunk. No trai GS of chara_cter a.re Il10re 
strikint:, as a IL.Lirror of th.c; ti:uLes ana society than those of 
l'hakwane in "Ivioeti da :Botjhabc;la". He is chosen here not as 
an exception, but as a representutive of the whole society and 
the ~eriod durinb which the author liveu. He represents the 
whole nation of L:1en and woL.en who flocked to beer drinks and 
returnea howe <irunk. He is a rc:i-Jlica of all those who fall 
over the J:)reciiJices or c.on6 as e:mu TI1eet their u.eath; or those 
who sustained terrible injuries but still manac,eu. to reach their 
h0Li.8S. He rei-JresenGed those who en~a~ed in family quarrels 
ancl beut their wives and even killeu sake for no reason at all. 
Phakwane re.vrc::sents u stci 1Jc of urunks:nness in vvhich :w.en 
ana wo~an ~ose.all sense o~ decency ~nQ st~rt Wcillowines in 
sinful }:llea.sures; the result of which is thc birth of L.J.o.ny 
unwanted children in whose na.~cs t11e history of their illee:.itifuacy 
is pcrpetua tl.d. J?ha.kvva.ne is sine:Sleu out a.s a tYlJical exaLlple 
of this society. He is also chosen by the author to be a 
direct 01lposita of Fe~isi in order to hei5hten the effect by 
contrast. ?hakwane re~resents the evil forces in this world 
while Fekisi stands for the children of light whose ideal is to 
lead life of ri 6 hteousness. In Phakwane is embodied all the 
vices of the Basotho peo.t?le of those days, who had no other 
occupation than drinkin6 , g_u..o.r.L·elline:,, cu..rsin5 , fightine,, Llaking 
drec..,dful no ice and b8a ting wi V~.:JS. Phakwane' s chc.racter has a 
~earring onlJ when it is aiscussea in relation with and with 
reference to the society which it reflects. 
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Litcrary Comments. 
In discussing "Moeti v'/a :Botjhabela" we must know that iYiofolo 
startt:d writing this book at a tillie when Christianity was 
beginning to shake up people's thoughts a.nd feelings. It was 
making inroads into the traditional beliefs and customs of the 
people. It was ushering in new social and moral standards for 
people to accept. Mofolo took it upon himself to point the 
way to the East (a symbol of light), to Christianity, to God 
himself, hence "Moeti vla :Botjhabela". 
I.1ofolo 's knowledge of Scriptures made him thoroueshly 
conscious of Christian morality. He then peopled his imagination 
and created a character such as Fekisi to project his own 
personality. Fekisi is therefore the personification of Mofolo's 
soul searching for religious truth. Nothin6 would satisfy this 
soul but the discovGry of the whole truth. He appealed to 
the old and traditional religion; to the folklore and legendary 
history and to the cxperiences of the older people but found 
them inadequate. His burning desire to discover tlw real truth 
about the universe and th~ nature of God remained unsatisfied. 
He hoped to find these truths in man but was disappointed to 
learn that God himself has had to abandon man because of his 
wickedness and sin. Then he resorted to nature, the animals, the 
" birds, the stars, the moon, the sun, the clouds, rain, water and 
all the atmospheric elements. Some of these like cattle_ 
afforded him an escape from the humdrum of his corrupt environ-
ment .. Others, like lightllix:J..g and the eclipse of the sun, 
confounded his already confused mind and made a gap between 
him and the creator desparately wide. It is then that he 
earnestly wished he could bridge the gap and get closer to God, 
who is both the light and the truth. Ntswanatsatsi is but a 
symbol of the dwelling place of this light. 
No Mosotho writer in those days ever concerned himself 
more closely with the destiny of the human soul than Thomas 
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Mofolo. His "Moeti Wa Botjhabela'1 is an allegorical writing 
which is uplifted by an intense spiritual exaltation even 
though it appears simple and naive to some critics. As an 
allegory 11Moe ti ~Va Bot j habe la" is not a study of character but 
something in the nature of a drama, where the two chief players 
are a man (Fekisi) on the one hand, and his whole environment 
represented by Phr ... kwane on the oth8r. His environment was full 
of evil. People ate one another like beasts; truth was unknown, 
sin was the order of the day; people were jealous of one another; 
drunkenness was a common vice. This is the image of the world 
in which Fekisi lived. There was bound to be a conflict between 
this soul and the society which was so incorrigible. 
Fekisi undertook the trouble of trying to reform this 
wicked world of his by plo.ying the role of a peace-maker. 
He became the protector of those who could not fend for them-
selves. He fought against men who 7 mercilessly and for the 
pleasure of it 1 beat boys. He even wanted to avenge the death 
of Phakwane 9 s wife and that of Sebati. But Fekisi soon~ 
realised thnt he was not much of a force to change his own 
society. He recalled to memory the story of Kgodumo-dumo, 
that symbolic monster which is an nll-devouring sin from which 
all mankind had to be delivered by the son of a woman; but was 
in turn killed by the very same people he had rescued. He 
took this to be the height of man's ingratitude; and was dis-
gruntled and dismayed. In despair Fekisi withdrew within 
himself and started brooding and meditating. He found every-
thing in a state of confusion. Animals and people, including 
himself, were confused. The sun changed and turned black. 
There was darkness everywhere. Everybody was shivering with 
fright. In this atmosphere of terror and confusion when 
everyone was feeling certain that the end had come, Fekisi 
relied on faith and prayed to God for help. By faith and faith 
alone the gloomy atmosphere changed to brightness. At once 
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the rays of thG sun appeared again; thunder, thl:) instrument of 
fear, died c.vmy. Then Fekisi heard a voice full of ~ood 
tidiness: 
0 se ke wa tshaba, Fskisi, N1odimo wa hao o utlwile 
thaiJelo ya hao. Em1,n.1 o bath; nnet;_:; o be o e fumane;. 
0 ba tle JYiodimo, o ·be o o fu.mane. 3) 
After this Fekisi regained confidence and felt committed 
to the will of God. He believed and accepted that it was the 
will of God that he should leave his home and go to the east 
where all his doubts and problems would be resolved. Fortified 
with this belief he was able to face all the difficulties and 
trials that mvai ted him on the long and tortuous journey to 
Ntswanatsatsi. He was now a different man. Fe.i th brought 
him comfort and freed him from his melancholy. The sun, a 
symbol of this faith, had risen again, bringing him peace and 
love. Its message was one of good tidings to all mankind. 
He looked at the sun and thought deepily about its all-embracing 
naturej that it shines for everybody and orin6 s warmth to all 
humanity. In it he perceived the image of God and his justice; 
and started acknowledbing the limitations of his own person 
and that of mankind. At this point th2 central figure of this 
allegory ceasGd to be himself; he became humanity. He 
appealed to the efficacy of prayer, a means whereby the soul 
communicates with God. His prayer was an expression of faith, 
hope and charity. Of faith because he believed though he had 
not seun, that God would listen to his pray2r. Of hope 
becaus0 he wait0d for and ex:pbcted a favourable response, that 
a kind and generous God would grant what he has req_uested. Of 
charity because he pra~,red to God of justice, vvho vvas even more 
just than the sun. He then put himself into the position of 
evil doers or sinners; he identifi~d himself·with them as their 
3) P. 28. Do not be afraid Fekisi, your God hus heard your 
prayer. But you should seek for the truth until 
you find it. You should search for God until you find 
him. 
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child, the flesh of their flesh, bone of their bones. Their 
sins he collfessad and asked for God's mercy and forbiveness. 
'..2hrou.gh Pekisi the autnor registers his rebellion against 
all evils, injustices, tyranny, drunkenness, murder, falsehood 
and sexual licence which resulted in the birth of illegitimate 
children. ~his revolt is symbolised b;y the departure of 
Fekisi from home to an unknown, different but idealised world 9 
the world with God, the co:u;_:pensating heaven. His departure 
also marks the total acceptance of Christian standards and 
complete rejection of the traditional }Jast. He needed a 
consolation of an escare from the stark realities of life. 
He hated the very sight of men and women with weak moral 
standards. His whale struggle against lions, starvation and 
thirst while trudgint:, along the arduous and perilous journey was 
a fight not only for survival but also for salvation, a 
purification from sins. His death is marked by the toilsome 
passage over the wilderness and the limitless sea. His soul 
is borne and ferried across the sea by the three white men, who, 
like angels, accompany this soul to the city of God, vvhere he 
saw a ~erson of his dreams, the Son of God himself. 
In "lVIoeti Wa Botjhabela" the author is enJowed with 
visions of life in a perfect world. A world in the east, 
where no evil exists, where righteousness has found a home, 
where God dvvells. 
and prayed for. 
It is this world that Fekisi longed for 
In this respect Fekisi becomes the personi-
ficCition of all mankind whose souls are yearning for this 
ideal world. that lies beyond the desert and the sea, or in the 
words of the author: 
Ka mose ho lebitla. 4 ) 
This underlying belief in a perfect world in which the soul 
finds its destiny is the real message of "l·.t_ioeti Wa Bot jhabela" • 
The controllinb di~actic purpose and the allegorical form of 
4) P. 67. Beyond the grave. 
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the story }JOint to the Eissionary influ6nce and. the i:Uij_.)act of 
Christianity on tha wri t0r o.nd on so:L.\3 :So.sotho p8o.J!le of his 
day. "I'iice:ti \icJ. :Botjhs.t:.:lu." is avC.:.icZ:.<.tc.6. to the; illl:rJrOVG1.i.3llt 
and instruction ot ~ankind in the ways of ~iety and virtue of 




"Pi tseng" is a love story novel, th\'l subject of which 
is marriage. The plot starts with a vivid description of the 
,, country and its people. We are introduced to a backward 
community which is untouched by Christianity and education. 
After this general introduction the plot divides itself into 
two parts each of which has its own principal characters. The 
first is the story of a young teacher who is at the same time 
an evangelist. His name is Mr. Katse. His main task is to 
spread the light of Christianity and education among the people 
of Pitseng. He wants to proclaim a spiritual standard of 
life to a generation that is still groping in the dark~ 
Wa ?itseng ya ntseng a le lefifing o na a le 
lekgatheng la ho tjhabelwa ke lesedi 1 hobane bosiu 
bo se bo le lekgatheng la ho sa.5)_ 
Mr. Katse is the man who influenced so deeply the life 
of many people in tha valley of ~itseng. He seems to be the 
personification of the ideal teacher Mr. Mofolo would like to 
see in a world of his own creation. We must not forget that 
Mr. Mofolo was a teacher and evangelist by profession and could 
easily project himself into the pages of his novel. The book 
deals with school matters, school children,d!QCipline in class, 
and the way children attend and ask questions.. The reader feels_, 
that he is dealing with an experienced teacher who is not only 
conversant with the work of the classroom, but is also well 
versed in child psychology. It did no~·take Mr. Katse long to 
discover exceptional qualities in two of the children he taught, 
namely Alfred ?hakwe and Aria Sebaka. Their future became his 
5)p. 20. :Any inhabitant of Pi tseng, who was still 
! was about to see the light, because dawn 




principal concGrn and the nucleus from which the plot grew and 
developed. To provide these children with moral principles on 
which to base their judgment and all their actions Mr. Katse 
prepared and preached the most memorable sermon. The sermon 
made a clear distinction between the aimless, frivolous love 
of boys and girls, and the true, purposeful love whose ultimate 
end is marriage. Love which is free from hypocricy and cunning; . 
dedicated and devoted love of husband and wife, the very 
foundation of a happy family relationship. 
Then comes the dark phase of life, the illness and death 
of Mr. Katse. This is a portion of the story which offers nothing 
proportionate to the time it takes to read it, Apart from 
keeping the reader in a fever of·suspense or exciting pathos, 
or causing Alfred Phakwe a mental anguish, it has very little 
connection with what follows thereafter. It is one of those 
devices which are employed by snme writers when they want to 
put an <"X).d t;o their stories. In fact the author's handling of 
the illness and death of Mr. Katse is disappointing. He gives 
a cheerless conclusion to a life that gave light to the whole 
of Pitseng, a life which through its influence made characters 
such as Alfred Phakwe and AriH Sebaka rev~al themselves. This 
very life is made to suffer the horrors of a long-drawn torture, 
and is denied even the least comfort of saying but one word to 
a devoted friend like Alfred. That Mr. Katse should die an 
inglorious death, and die in ignominy and away from Pitseng, 
so that the people whom he loved and served so long and so well 
should not have the opportunity of paying their last tribute 
to him, remains a puzzle to the reader. 
The second portion of the plot is the love story which 
stems out of the first so naturally. Its chief characters are 
Alfred Phakwe and Aria Sebaka. These two are the end-product 
of Mr. Katse's teaching in Pitseng. The real theme of this 
part of the story is their virtue of moderation, self-restraint 
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and patience in matters cf luve. fhis virtue is ~x~osed to 
the rr:.osG temptin0 offers of love but it never yielcls. Aria 
Sebaka ~roves to be a difficu~ty to e~ch and every one of her 
E ne e lc: nonyu.nv.. e q_hc.lc.n6 LG.rc..ba 1 e le hla}!i e hanancs 
6.\ 
ho tshwaswu.. 1 
Altred Phakwe was inuifferent to ull ruatters of love-Ic:<.:<.kin6 in 
Pitsen5 and elsewhere. 
solicitin~ caul~ induce these children to full in love with 
anyboJ.y. fhis lofty repu5 nuncy tu fallin5 in love is inter~reted 
and e~utional develo~Lent on the ~art of these char~c~ers. 
But this vievv is not SUJ!lJOrteu by- f~ucts because when the ter~J:Jtd-
tivn takes the forL of Alfred Phabve, ~ria's love and jGalousy 
are aroused to u fever heat; u.nd when it assumes the :t'ork of 
Aria Sebaka, Alfrd~ falls in love dt first si5 ht. It is indeed 
surprisinc, that they ohmJ.ld nov1 sh(.v;l such d COIG-l.JlcJ.cent reudiness 
to yield G\) tc;.:.J.rt-~tation esJ:leciall;:,- 'dhen this is in the form of 
hlutual discovery. 
C ~onb le e ~on0 ho oon~ ba b~be~i o bu~etswe e bonb. 7 ) 
The subseq_uen~ Ict::.trria 0 e between these twu dj_sci.i:-'les of 
:Mr Katse is a rew<J.rd of virtue and the clihax of the stury. A 
reward is due first and foreL:,_o::o t tu r:J.r Ka tse, whu through his 
untirin6 efforts an~ personal example, en6ineereu this karriabe• 
Secondly it bOGS to both Alfred Phakwe and Aria Sebaka who with-
stood all teiLJ.ptcJ.tions and wavGd all distractiuns which mi 6 ht 
prevent them from eventually discoverin6 each other in blissful 
m.arriae:,e. 
Alfred and A.ria re.J!resent interests which Mr lVwfuJ.o wanted 
to use in his novel. Becuuse uf his intense moral ~reoccupation 
6) P. 209. She v.as a ·bird thcit disoiJ:!ates a.ll the snares, a 
fish that avoias any net. 
7) P. 359. Each one of the twu was created for the other. 
~8 
these two characters fitted well into his ~lan ~nd ha so 
chd:nelL;d thc::ir actions ths.c 0V8lJ.tu'-"lly the "tWO had to Iuarry. 
l'h.::: fact re:;.:.J.:l.ins thct t ":Pi ts~;;n6 " h<.is no subtlt;ty of or6 a.nisa tion 
in its plot b8c;:;;.use there is no richc:r 1-~atter to or6 anise, and 
no personality to dc::velo~ ~nd brln0 u~ to Guturity. Those 
Mr Mofolo has creutau are noli Cct~abL6 of 6 rowin6 any f~rther. 
'l'he LJ.ain aefc;ct in this book is tho.t the author wrj.tes as 
fhe events are seen alkost entirely from the 
author's own point of view, instead of treatin~ thek fros the 
angle of savar~l ohar~cters with different ~o~ives~ In each 
case it is tile voice of kr i.'iofolo u.s a writer to which the 
reauar ~illst listen. :But there is no uoubt tha. t I,·J:ofolo is a 
6006. story tellGr. 
Chs.ru.ctars. 
l!lr Katse. 
li.lr Katse is th.::; cioLinci.:w.t chc:iractc::r in "Pi tsen6 11 J A character 
fron VlhOE all others .see=:~ to J..r ..... w their inspiration and shine 
thrcm6 h his r,~flsct'-'u lic,hu. H2 is loved. an~ rGb_tJc:ctad by all 
in Pitsen6 • He is chosen by two uf the pupils ha tau0 ht in 
Pitsen6 as their 6 uiainb star in all their under~akings, and 
they rt::solvs to er.cula-ca hi:;:~ iL COJ.ldu.ct, s~e0ch a.nd actions. 
These child.rGn are J>.ria Sebaka c:i:nl.l .ti..lfreu J?hakwe, the heroine 
and the :nero in this boo.K. 
I.Ir K.J. tsa is a :w21n of a siuple and. ho.peful n8. ture; whose 
sGlfless U.evotion to the service of others and unconq_uerable 
love for ~ fellow Dan ~laca hi:w hi6h cind above the ~~le of 
ordinary peoiJle. In this s~::;lflass d,;;votion c.:mu. innocent hope 
h8 perforLcS his duties towards Gaoh and everybody exiJecting 
nothin0 in return for his survices. On his journey .to Pi tsene, 
he r escuaci. sor.J.e l .• Gn WilO v;-:::re drunk 8-nu snow-tr.::.,.Pped. They were 
expos0d. to bitter cold and would :w.o;:;t ~rob~bly die. He brouoht 
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them to the cave and provided them with food and warmth. Like 
the good Samaritan, Mr. Katse would not pass by a fellow man in 
distress. 
There is something profoundly genuine and touching in 
Mr. Katse 9 s kindness and hospitality. The case of one Mothepu 9 s 
wife who was about to be confined, and had no friends or 
relatives is quite outstanding in this regard. He took her 
to his house where she safely delivered her twins. He nursed 
and protected her until the time of starvation was over. Owing 
to his good naturedness and generosity Mr. Katse visited the 
sick; cared for the aged and fed the hungry. During the said 
starvation .Mr. Katse shared all the food he had with the poor. 
Mr. Majwale remarked that Mr. Katse could have become rich during 
this starvation but he would not sell. 
Though l'!Iofolo never identifies himself absolutely with 
any single character, yet certain of his creations make the 
impression of representing him more fully than others. l'!Ir. Katse 
is one of the:::;e crea-tions. Like Mofolo Mr. Katse is both a teacher 
and evangelist. Therefore he represents the kind of an ideal 
teacher Mr. Mofolo has always wished to see in the world of his 
creation. A teacher who has to make moral decisions and set 
good e:X:ample for the children and for the members of his congre-
gat'lon. 
Mr. Katse is deeply religious and he interprets everything 
religiously. He lives his rPligion; preaches what he believes 
and practises what he preaches: 
Ha a kgetha temana o e kgetha hobane e le teng pelong 
ya hae, mme ha are phutheho e leke ho etsa kamoo temana 
eo e bolelang kateng, yena a be a se a qadile. 8 ) 
Motivated by his deep religion he preaches true, godly love 
whose ultimate end is Christian marriage. He deplores the 
8) p. 179. 
----- ----- . ---------·----··--·---·--···-·- ... ". ----
When he chooses a certain text, he does so because 
it is in his heart; and when he asks the congrega-
tion to follow the letter of the text, he, himself, 
was always the first to begin. 
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fact that young men's love lay not truly in their hearts, but 
in their eyes. Aided by his keen insight into character he 
discovered good moral qualities in Alfred Phakwe and Aria 
Sebaka; and ever since he had a burning desire to develop their 
personalities. In them he visualized an ideal family which 
must be nurtured for the world to emulate. Endowed with the 
capacity of looking into the future, Mr. Katse was fully convinced 
that a successful marriage between the two would ~uarantee the 
continuation of the work which he has started in Pitseng. 
Out of sympathy a.11d love of mankind he preached against 
frivolous love of boys and girls. He rebuked those young men 
and young women who, through want of circumspection, make 
hollow protestations of love and miss their golden chances in 
life. His well-meaning desire to see Alfred and Aria discover 
each other in true, purposeful love, prompted him to act as a 
sort of an interme~iary between them. From time to time he 
wrote letters andmade suggestive hints to the one about the 
other. Also by ~~rsonal example Mr. Katse passed on to these 
two, his own qualities of self-control, patience and moderation 
in all things. fe particularly wanted these qualities applied 
in love affairs. 
Mr. Kat3e was devoted and dedicated to the service of other 
people. He wa3 a man, who, in his affliction, thought of 
others first. In his long drawn illness he thought of the 
work he established in Pitseng; he did not forget the school 
children and t~e congregation. He felt and prayed for them. 
He wrote lette7s to Alfred Phakwe and persuaded him to return 
to his own peo~le who were left without a real pastor and a 
school master. That Mr. Katse had deep and devoted love for 
Alfred Phakwe is demostrated fully by the long mental anguish 
he suffered during the few last hours of his life when he 
awaited anxiously the arrival of thia young man to have a word 
with him before he passed away. Nothing is more pathetic than 
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In kr Katscl Wd see u1rr.0rit~~ sufferin6 which ~rov0Kes our ~ity; 
one whose nBL6 was ~lfr~d Phakw~. Hs 'd2cS ou tstanclin6 in 
neatness ~nd ~udily cluanlinass. At school h8 WetS ctlways 
y_uL;t, trustworthy anu r<::liable. He vV;j,S intellie:,ent and y_uickly 
finished his J:)Tl.c •• a.ry c0.uc:.:.cticn in Pi tsi.:)nc;, e;,ft,.::r wlnch he 
proceeded to a t<::~chcr-Grainin6 sehoul in the Ca~e Colony. 
the ins~ect0rs as a very successful teacher. 
Une uf thi.:) tL.in6 s -chc:.d:. vve liK"' ll1 l,_lfred PlLikWi.:) is his 
It 6en~rates in Alfred self-
is beyond re~ru~ch. J3c:c~usc ile love;s i::l,lld o.(u~irc;s l~~r .Ka.tse he 
does not like to disi::l,~yoint hiL. 
wuru. the:d co:.:'""8S frol.c .L.;r Ka.tse' s I..l.outh. 
his own guid.in0 stur e;,nd ha,s resolv...:~,_t tu Gi •• ulatd his 6 ood 
y_UulititoS. 
churacter, which, on the whole, is based. on the pattern laid 
down by Mr Katse. He d0cided that he would not full in love 
with uny wor._c.n until he discovers tho. t true love which for~,,s 
the:: thebe of lv~r Katse' s oerLon, the love: that culrclinatcs in 
It is tnis re::s<::rve (;t,nJ. ~::>hy rGticence of s~ll true 
dea~er natures th~t wa see ty~ifiaa in Alfred, which h~s led 
9) ?. 368. 
stron6 
Gvu, l~t it be you yours~lf who te~ches hiL what I 
int"'n::.~u to tell hiL. 'I'hvu .shuulllst L.J.a.ke hi~. the 
_pillar of your church, .Lord. 
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to the criticism by so.me comli:endators that Alfred was afraid of 
talking and proposing love to women, tho.t he was undeveloped 
emotionally and th~refore was abnormal. :But a closer scrutiny 
of his character reveals the fact that Alfred wa:;:J an honest 
man Yvho vrould not pretend to love where there was no cause to 
do so. He was reserved and would not expend his energy in 
useless, idle talk like most of the young men of his time. Self...,. 
control, self-less devotion and true love are the essentials of 
Alfred's nature, and the cause of his reticence. This q_uiet 
strength of character is penetrated with an infinite love for 
his country and its people, whom he must serve and to whom he 
must return after corupleting his studies. 
The stubborn taciturnity which he adopts especially vvhen 
he is among young wcnen broke dovm only when he was in the 
company of older people: 
Alfred ditaba di ne di itlhahela habonolo, di 
kopotseha, ha a le ho ba baholo; athe ha a le 
thakang e ntjha, moo barwetsana ba leng teng, di 
a fela.,lO) 
We find Alfred happily discussing Aria Sebaka with his own 
parents, especially his mother, trying to solicit her approval. 
Again we see him talk at len~th with Aria's mother. He talks 
freely and vvi thout any sign of fear and is q_ui te hw.uorous. 
We see therefore that Alfred was both serious and dignified 
and would not engage in any cheap, purposeless talk of the young 
people. He had a natural aversion for the hypocrisy of his 
eq_uals, to whom love is like a toy which wanton boys and girls 
take for their SJ:!Ort~ When he is among these he shows clearly 
self-mastery and moral elevation of his character. For this, 
he was both feared and respected oy most of his play maids. 
Everybody, young and old, vvould like to see Alfred fall 
in love with a girl. But Alfred remained stoic and staunch 
10) ]f. 200-201. Among the old people, Alfred narrated stories 
whic:n flovved easily from his n~outh. :But among 
the yom1g ones 9 wh::::re there were girls, he was 
as q_uiet as a grave. 
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as if he had no passions or feelings towards women. Chances 
were there for hira to fall in love. He was much sought after 
by members of the opposite sex because Alfred was a man whom 
nature has so richly endowed with attractive physical qualities. 
But Alfred Phakwe, a disciple of Mr. Katse, has adopted and 
faithfully adhered to the doctrine of moderation in love.. In 
Pitseng parents were anxiously waiting for Alfred to become their 
son-in-law. But Alfred constrained himself to practise madera-
tion and p!il.tience. He would patiently keep in reserve his love 
for the woman he would select for a wife. As a result the 
suggestive atterJ.pts of Miss lVIzondeki and others made no impression 
on him: 
Alfred o na a sa rate ho etsa ntho e siyo pelong ya 
hae.ll) 
As a wise man he obeyed the voice of reason, and subdued his 
personal feelings. He profited from the experience of such 
lovers as James L'lorak.:::.. 1 Ioda Msimang, .Mil ton Tho tho, and 
Linganiso Diniso; lovers who yield readily and hastily to their 
passions instead of bein6 re~ulated by gentle moderationo 
What he learned. from their experience was; 
Lefereho ke bosawana feela, ha se lerato .. 12 ) 
But Alfred Phakwe is not a colourless, passionless 
character. He is capable of deep feelings. We have to think 
of his loyal devotion to Mr. Katse, a man with whom he corres-
ponded very regularly. We have only to remember how grieved AlfrBd 
was at a mere su5gestion that ~rr. Katse was ill. It is loyalty, 
devotion and love that encouraged and sustained Alfred in that 
seemingly unending pursuit he made after Mro Kat~:3e, his former 
teacher, and adviser, in order to hear the last words of a dying 
man. Though Alfred was known to be a virtuous and well-governed 
11) P. 163 Alfred did not like to do anything thaiJ was not 
in his heart. 
12) P. 265 Frivolous courtship is purposeless; it is no love .. 
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youth, he could not resist the be\iitch1ng ~rettines8 of Aria's 
he w~s destine~ tc L~rry. 
"Alfred o a tjh:J. o a 13' tuku.". J 
Ha vvas betrayed 
For -c;he first ti~-"e in his life Aj_fred fc;l t thJt he had no 
control ovsr his ovvn eLcutions. He has Let thG e;irl he loves 
dnu loves trul;{. UnaulloJ. by thuuGh l;s cf vvhc. t is custuL1ary, 
ex.J:lression vvhich fits the siLJ)lici ty of his u~-brinc,1n6 • He 
He coulu. not affect coyness or 
indifference; wha£e he lava~ Lost. filfred fell in love at first 
Aria. Sebak::.... 
AriCJ. is one of tha tenu.erest of Tvlofoj_o's creations, hJrd 
to be understoo~, yet siLj_Jls ....,ncl clcu.r to those; who have 2m 
insi 6 ht into character. 
visible yicture of ~er sweet feLinine n~ture. Her voice is 
ever soft 1 sentl8 and swC::et 9 :::;,nd she Cu.n Slne; ver~r beautifully. 
Fortrme has indeed shovvcr,c;u tbe Cho.ic"'st c,ifts u_tJon her. She 
ware lively and pleasant. She has ~hy8ical beauty and beauty 
of character. She w~s always tidy and well dressed, an 
excellent thin6 in a wor.:.an. 
Though Aria Sebaka WdS only twelve years of at:Se when Mr 
Katse arrived in ~itsen61 she had a sense of a~preciation. 
She ad:;._:cired th;c; good ':..ua.li tii..::s of her tc:u.ch<Jr ancl wished. she 
could live up tu his stand.arQ. 0vvin6 to this O..SJ!ira.tion she 
is able to attain by self-Ldstery the lofty iJedls in life. 
She has rG0olv8d to love sincerely and truly; nevdr to Larry for 
wealth bu~ for lov6. Sh6 is broubht u~ to be loyul to her 
13) ~. 281. Alfred is burnin5 dna is in flu~es. 
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fanily and to -be dutiful to her parents. She represents the 
fair and gracious influences of life. Through all her conduct 
and bearing runs the strain of tender and artless simplicity 
of a soul that hcis never learned to deceive. 
Aria must early hc.;,ve leo.rned to school and repress 
her emotions. She never kne\Y the bliss of young love. Her 
aim was to prove rr1ore true than 11any young :;:nen and young women 
who indulged in purposeless love affair. Her truthfulness of 
soul directed her to retain all of her love for him that would 
become her husband., She m~ver promised love to anyone of the many 
young men ·Nho proposed love to her. When she speaks to 
her suitors she never speaks a single harsh word ~o anyone. 
She is always nodest and tc.ctful, but never yielding. Her 
coolness in meeting her suitors' demands for love gave the 
impression that she had no feelings for n1embers of the opposite 
sex 9 and yet it is more to the point to regard her attitude as the 
natural revulsion from the hypocrisy of the other girls who would 
readily make hollow promises of love to each and every young 
man that came their way. Suitors realised with great disappoint-
ment that no amount of social standing, wealth and comfort, 
could ever make Aria marry without love. 
Evidently strong will, tenderness and love with 
strongest devotion are the salient and the principal traits 
in Aria's character. Her strong will is shown i.n her relu-
ctance to gratify the wish of her suitors; and in her curt 
dismissal of Dolphin Nkokoto and others. Ttis shows also 
that she had an insight into the character of people. Every-
thing about her shows that she had what one calls the strength 
of character. Although Aria proved difficult to all her suitors, 
beneath that hardness there lay a tender heart. Her feminine 
tenderness comes out clearly in her letters to Alfred. She 
addresses him in dear and loving terms. This is a proof that 
Aria was capable of deep love vvhich car;1e to the surface the mo-
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saw Alfred for the first time, one Sunday during service. On 
that very moment her love was raised to a fer more absorbing 
passion which Alfred noticed; and he could read from her face 
that: 
Mahlo a hae a tshapisa, ha motho a itlhahisa a ka 
amohelwa. 14 ) 
Indeed Alfred had read correctly those voiceless tokens of true 
love which often lie too deep for a human eye to detect. The 
time had come for Aria's heart to be subdued to an implicit 
devotion to the man she has selected for a husband. She also 
fell in love at first sight. 
Jo.mes fiToro.ka. 
Mr. Moraka of Pitseng attended school in Bensonvale where 
ho saw and was attracted by one of the Xhosa girls called Iodet 
Msimang. James wc.s o. sincere and devoted lovr::cr, who would not 
like to disappoint Ioda by falling in love with another girl. 
But while James was full of love and honesty Ioda was not. 
A letter of rejection from Ioda almost caused his death. 
He could not st~:,nd the pangs of despised love. The thought of 
another man possessing the woman he loves was intolerable to him. 
No doubt the sense of insult and the impulse of revenge became 
most violent in Jaoes, and the next thing he cDuld think of was 
to engineer a horrid scheme of revenge, which would involve Ioda 
in a total ruin. The scheme was that every young mcLn in Pi tseng 
should propose love to Ioda, promise her marriage but should not 
fulfil the promise; but should leave her in the lurch to avenge 
Mr. Moraka's disappointment. Now whenever Miss Msimang was in 
distress Mr. Moraka's revenging heart was happy and rejoicing. 
Milton Thotho. 
Milton was a young man whose home was in Herschel. He 
14) P. 281. Her eyes are promising, if a person introduces 
himself he can be accepted. 
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was a ~ischievous &na &vil Linded lad: 
0 na a le LBkbwa, tsa hae ha di k~ ~hetwa ke let~ta la 
nku.l5) 
He was full of jecJ.lousy; anc... he ha:ced to se.:.:: Ioda I\IsiLi:.l.nts in 
love vv__ th Ja.Les Ni.,.Jrv.k8.. He ~--c~d.e cltteE:pts to vv-in Iocla 1 s love 
but found it difficult at first because Ioda still lovGd Janes 
very deeply. 
But when he did fall in loTe with her fina~l~ it was but 
for wicked }:JUrljOses. Mischievously diu this artful youn{s nan 
turn tb.e love of this innocent luuy into htir d.estruction. His 
d.eep-laid ~1'-"ns of i .. ischief were: to J!rvL.ise her .Lcarric.-~.be but 
with no intention of fulfillin6 the ~rouise; abduct another 6 irl 
and so leave Iocla in the lurch to break ht::r heart. '.rh0se acts 
of jealousy and cruelty on the J!O.rt of Milton did succeGd. He 
underLined his ha t-::.;d ri va.l J <J.iJ.es l!Iorako.. by inducinG Ioda to 
reject hir:l., 
Ioda MsiLv.n0 of Jo~?,ana' s Hoek, Bensonv;.;;.le; was a Xhosa 
~irl, She was tall und h2fty, with ~ biG head ~nd a flat nose, 
She walked rather h~Jc:.vily ;:.::.nd clw.J.sily: 
Ho tsaLayenG e hata ka boinu thope yo. Bokone, e qititsu 7 
eke ho tlc:, phunyehc~ fo.tshe ha a. hc.-~.ta, etswe o na. a le 
ten6 ~ hle. 
16) 
Ioda is bold c.:.nd. will no"c shrink or blush when she stands 
face to fdce with a youn0 J:.:.an. She cc.:m love and love thoroubhly. 
She s~ent a lurge p2rt of her youth in a devoted love to Janes 
Morc;.ka; and wht::n they lJ<O~rt<.::d? she, with the saL~e enthusiasu 
loved Milton Thotho, and another younb ~an whose naue we do not 
know. 
15) p.l92. 
16) p .195. 
He wus n~torious, to reveal all his Gischievous 
deeds would occU.t:JY too bit.S a space (l0tata la nku 
a bi6 s~in bl~nket.) 
In walkin6 the Nc,uni 0 irl hc::.cl heavy ste}Js; she staLped 
the bruun(l in such a way thcit it alLost ueveloped a 
holei in f~ct she w~s too hefty. 
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:But Ioda MsiL1an6 hc:ts passion for we21.l th, rank and society. 
For this r~:;a.son she rejected Jar~12s lVIorCJ.ku. who W:;tf?;; COElparatively 
poorer than M1lton Thuthu. ffiilton, an heir to a wealthy f~~ily, 
h~d good prospeccs of becuhlnb rich ~nd would be in a better 
position to satisfy Iod~'s ~spirdtions in life: 
M<.:;.hlo s. I ode:;. ~ ne '""' tc:.diLile r"druo, e sene:, hc:tk . .-tkc.ne:, nong 
a wona..l7) 
In tLlis vvay sht:: wo..s unusuc:;.lly opsn tu Cl'--ception c..nd w'-.s likely 
to act with little reflection. Conse~ucntly she unwittingly 
reject~::;d <.-!. ::::,, •• n who lLvcd her sincerely c:.nd truly, c.nd lovc;d 
Milton with u. love which proved to be her dooL. Her fc.~ncy was 
g_uick ::.nd slK foll:)weJ it--. She dOted on her inclindtions ~nd 
invGlV8d h1..0rself in u. tangle c:f r.:~isfvrtunus, whicl1 ultir.:,at8ly 
broke her he~rt, and she f~inted. 
Iilr Ec;~. ,jwa.le. 
Mujwalc was ~n innocent ~nd f~ithful attancant of Alfred 
Ph:...kwe. He wc.s uutiful u.nd trustwGrthy ~nd woul(l not hide 
anything to Alfred. Like ~ll the pec}Jle of Pi ts,o;ng he h~.s 
pinned his f~ith on hlfrea ~s ~ Wjrthy successor of Mr Katse. 
Alfrcu.. 
M~jw~le w~s very observ~nt. He stuaieG Mr Katse very 
cv.refully c.nd haJ nc;ticod reLa.rko..blo G.cdly iLl.tJr0V8L.h:mt in his 
bohu.viour. His Lotive in this was his love for religion. 
I!Iajwale wo.s not u. po.ssive church-goer vvho paid little or no 
attention to what w~s goinb on. He listened quite attentively 
and cippreciatcd ~very w0rd thut c~Le froL the Louth 0f Mr Katse, 
thG evangelist. :But Majw~le w~s teo credulous and nnive. He 
saw in IIIr E:utse the iL"ag~.:: uf Jesus Christ; that l:Lke Christ Mr 
K~tse crucifi~~ his own fl~sh to free his soul to serve God; and 
th~t Mr Kutse follow0d scripture to a letter and liv~d as 
17) P. 257. The eyes Gf Iud~ were fixed on the Laterial 
wealth, not so Luch 0n its owner. 
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perfectly bS Christ ui~ while he w~s un ecirth. 
As a Dan who lov0i and li vuJ his roli6 ion IJiajwa.le was u.ble 
to recollect evary sGrL-::n which Mr Kats.;; .cver prec:ched. His 
retentive ueLory an~ a sense of devotion enabled hiL tu narru.te 
alr.;.ost word for word the scruuns to Alfre;d.. He diu not only 
narrate the serwons but he showcu so~~e understanding by analysing 
theu and interpretine,S ther.. .• 
Majwale is a gucJ. narratcr whv J.raws living iLJ.a6 es of the 
starTation that tvok place in Pitsene:,. You seer:. to hear the 
crying of babies, or to see the picture of a young wor.:.an who 
was once stout and full, but whu has now b.:::cot.J.e thin and unable 
to speak. He 6 raphically narrated the events that took place 
when ~~ Katse bauc far~wcll to the church and the school in 
Pitseng. 
Literary Couuents. 
In considering 11 Pitseng11 as a. novel, on.:; of the uost 
iuportant points to clarify is whc.:..t sort :.:f wGrlU. the writer 
is dealing with, and whu.t ri:;i.n0 e of experience he is offerine,. 
IJiofolo's world in this book is extreLely circur.;.scribed within 
the valley of Pitseng. All his characters are drawn frou the 
country folk. All his heroes anu heroines belon0 to this one 
suall section of society. Only Alfred Phakwe has had contact 
outside his own 0rou~. He was eJucated in the Cape Colony; and 
travelled extensively in Southern Africa. Perhaps the reason 
was to equip hir:..c with the nacessary training and experience 
which he so bu.G.ly needed if he would be a successor to Wrr Katse 
in Pitseng. The vther characters outside Pitsen6 are Ioda 
MsiL.ang, lVizondeki and Milton Thotho, but these play a VGry 
insi5nificant role in the story. Aria Sebaka only went as far 
as Mafeteng, a few niles frcm. Pi tsenc,. Nvt only are th0 
characters in "Pitseng" ccmfinel.i. to their particular social 
setti~, but their activities are ~lso very uuch li~ited. 
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They hunt animals, plough fields, roam about in search of beer, 
a few go to church on Sundays, some children attend school etc. 
Thus the c orrununi ty in "Pi tseng" seem to be c oncernec1 only with 
trivialities of easy country life. 
It is Mofolo's primary and genuine concern for human 
feelings in a concrete situation that captures our imagination. 
He proposes for himself to study men and women as they live in 
society. Hence in this novel the author is consciously attempting 
what no other Mosotho writer of the time was doing, namely 
the study of human relationships. The central relationship 
with 1Nhich he is concerned is marriage, physically and spiritually, 
hence the sermon of Mr. Katse. ?hysically marriage had to take 
place between Alfred Phakwe and Aria Sebaka, the two children 
of Pitseng, who observed chastity before marriage and fidelity 
after marriage. Thoirs was to give the world an example or 
model of a good Christian marriage which was to be a departure 
from the old, traditional 1:1arriage which was a matter between 
parents rather than the consent of the young man and the young 
woman concerned. Spiritually marriage is symbolised by the 
union between the church and Christ himself as we learn from 
the sermon itself; 
Rona kereke re mo~netsana ya ratilweng ke mora wa 
Modimo; 0 re buisitse, rnme ra dumela, o bile a re 
nyala mohlang ola a fanyehwang mahareng a dihlola. 18 ) 
Mr. Katse has prepared his sermon specially to impress and 
guide Aria Sebaka and Alfred Phakwe in their future planning and 
intentions because it has always besn his greatest wish to see 
these children discover each other in a kind of idealized love. 
The author believes that the greatest good and the greatest 
happiness is to be attained by the steadfast following of the 
ideal. Both these children were deeply impressed by the 
• 
We, the church, are the lady who has been loved by 
the Son of God; he proposed love to us, and we agreed; 
he even married us the day he was crucified between 
the scoundrels. 
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idealistic conce~tion of love ~s praached by th~ evan6~list. 
'rhey were so imliressel.i that both stL::.rte;d day-drem:u.in0 about a 
u tc.·~ian wurld in vv·llich s·u.ch love could be found. B,:)th s~ent 
most of their tiue lookinG fur this type of love; both did not 
find it except in e~ch other. 
Mr Katse 's sermon vvas received differently by G.ifferent 
lJBOJ!le. ·rhe yount:, ones ruadG fun out of i-c, anJ :founu new 
ex.i:Jressions for love-lliakint.s. 'rhe olJ, 1:2.a.rried folk, found an 
advice t'o reliair their marriae;e rela ti,.Jns. But the real 
significance of the sermon was to raise a moral issue. First 
to enable characters like Ji.lfrecl Phakwe u.nd ~~.ria Sebaka to r"laintain 
the virtue of Eoderation, patience and self-restraint in love 
!:iffairs; secondly to exj,Jose the vvei3.Kness of those who, like Iodci 
JYlsiiu:in6 9 allow their 1Jassions to run riot and lilakc:: trter.t fall 
in love with who~soever they ~eet, and in this way brin6 about 
their own duwnfall. dhat the author does and does so brilliantly 
with these serLons is to ~lace his characters in situations in 
which they have to 1J.ak8 u.oral ciecisions. He 0 ives theru a scale 
of moral values by which their actions can be ju~6ed. frue, 
:l.JU:CJ:!OSGful love J . -r2-SUl_Jj_JOSes ha}!J!Y LJ.arried life; a good, faith-
ful wonG.n creatc:s harr"iiony dl1ll t::,uoG. fuuily relationshiLJ~ a e:,ood, 
devoteu evant:,elist like 1\ir Katse, <:.i L1an who lJreaches v'lhat he 
~ractises, can brin6 LJ.~ny souls closer to Gud and win for the 
soul the battle against the flesh. Those who depart fran the 
scale of morals set by the author received their ir:n:.J.Gdiate 
punishrr1ent or retribution. The story of a youn6 cou.t-'le narrated 
by Aria Sebaka is a gooO. exawi.Jle. Also by the fate of Ioda 
Msimang the e:mthor censures lov;;:;rs who yield to :passion instead 
of beinb re 6 ulated by moueration. Mofolo stresses the power 
to choose, the ability to jud5e 9 and to love not only passionately 
but also ru. tionally. '.rhis is the IiWral issue in "Pi tsenc;". 
In the love scene the author creates and de~icts an 
atmosphere which is Ulll}listakably Sotno; an. atmosphere out of 
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which he grew. He gives a clear indic&tion of his own emotional 
life as a boy and as a young man. 'i:he reader feE::ls this genuine 
personal experience of -chs ::"uc;hor in matters of love-making. 
His experience covers even students in boarding schools in the 
Cape where Basotho and Nguni students are not hc.lJdicapped by 
language differences to convey their love messages. He 
describes their characteristics and deportment so fittingly 
that we feel the writer is dealinc; with concrete passions of 
living people and not with abstract love. Young men and young 
women in this scene remain with us as vividly ~s though we had 
known them in life. Nothing could be more life-like and true 
than the bubbling merriment of boys and girls after school, who, 
quite oblivious of anythine;, else, are actively engaged in 
proposing love to one Jnother. Nothing truer than the good 
faith and the impatient u..s~pirations with which young men of 
different standing ad:iress tl'lehlSelves to Aria Sebaka, the 
paragon of beauty, whom every one; of them would very much like 
to possess as his life-partner. I~ is this love-affair that 
has made "Pitsenc:;" so f>Ot!Ula.r u.mong the young people. 
In "Pitseng" the author ho..s transported his audience to 
a world of ideo..lL.;ed ch:J.racters of whom Alfred Phakwe and Aria 
Sebaka are typical examples. He so chanelled their actions 
that eventually they led to a happy consurr@ation of their love. 
They have much to do with carrying on o.nd development of the· 
story. They challenge the strain of closing up nature's 
outlet for emotion by never falling in love in their youth 
even when all the other children did so. But that these 
children should ultimately marry each other is made quite clear 
by the trend of events. Tv'Iro Ko.tse struggles to discover the 
secret that lay deep in their hearts. He includes them in 
his prayers, and has them in mind when he prepares his sermons. 
He even tried to act as a go-betwc;en by conveying from time to 
time artful messages to each about the other in his letters. 
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Mofolo is L:.lwciys <:Jndc:;.::.·,vourin6 to tE::u.ch by exar..;_yle. He 
work.:.;c1 a lovv story into his 0 iV8n :t.c,tori'--~1 with o. convincing 
skill and crec;;.ted ;;., f:.:,vourc:,tl'-" c:.~tLJsphere for u Christi&.n 
r..:,.arritl.•::,e to ta.k;; place betv:r0en "~lfn:A '-,nd ""ria, th8 only 
char~cters who succa~ded to ~ro.ctise th~ doctrine of uoderation 
in lo--f'e u.nd repressed thc.ir c-Lo1Jionv.l fec;lin6 ;_::; towards r,.eu.bers 
of the; opposite sex. For this self-denic~l t;hey were an}Jly 
rewarded, bec~use thuu6 h lovs, as we know and understand it, 
was sor.1ethin6 as yet out;side their ex1Jerience or eV0n their 
visiun, they both felt in thoir breasts hc:n:iLiGr strokes of love 
towards each other the LOLent their eyes uet. This was the 
bec;,inninc'· of l~Lutuu.l uiscov~.:;ry for vvhich t1r. Ks.tse ho.s lone::; b0'"n 
waitinb. By their L~rria6 e thE:: ~uthor wo.nts to teach the 
yuun6 er Gener~tion the iL~ort&nce of self-control, patience 
and moderation in love affairs; ~nd thcit those who enter 
Larriu.e,e ey_uip<:d '::i th thesG virtu0s will . .:;.lv-v'o.ys receive God 1 s 
blessinb . :.cnJ chc;;, t of their 1-Jo.rents; and their Larric:. 6 e will be 





"Tjhaka" is the third and last book Mofolo wrote. It 
' 
tl 
was published in 1925. 11 ~1.aka 11 is a historical novel because 
it is based on material furnished by the past 9 and it includes 
historical events and characters. The following are some of 
these historical event9 and characters: the love affair between 
Senzangakhona and Nandi and the subsequent birth of Tjhaka; 
Tjhaka and his mother, Nandi, live as fugitives, Tjhaka kills a 
lion (E.A. Ritter in "Shaka Zulu11 says it was a leopard P.21); 
Tjhaka is placed under the protection of Dingiswayo; Tjhaka 
kills a mad man; he becomes a warrior under Dingiswayo; Dingis~ayo 
I 
fights against Z~~de; the capture and release of Zwide by 
Dingiswayo; Tjhaka recaptures the chieftainship of his father 
by killing Mfokazana; the killing of Dingiswayo by Zwide; the 
conquering of Zwide by Tjhaka to avenge the· death of Dingiswayo; 
Tjhaka rules ovex Dingiswayo's and Zwide's people as well; 
Tjhaka introduces economic and social reforms; ~jhaka kills 
the cowards; he kills the witch-doctors also; he massacres 
hundreds of people to mourn the death of his mo~her, Nandi; 
the dissatisfaction and desertion of Mzilikazi and Manukuza; the 
assassination of Tjhaka by Dingana and Mhlangar.a. 
But in this book Mofolo gives us more than the external 
panorama of history. The book is an image of life, not a mere 
record of experience. The following are fictitious events 
and characters in "Tjhaka11 : the doctoring C'f Tjhaka by Witches 
and diviners with their magL~; the visit by the great serpent 
of the deep pool; the killing of a hrena to save a girl, the 
fiancee of Mfokazana; the figb.t which ensued and the subsequent 
banning of Tjhaka by Senzang~khona; the arrival of Isanusi who 
came from nowhere; t.be- delivery of Tjhaka to :Oingiswayo by 
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I~anusi; the sending of Ndlebe and Malunga to be companions of 
Tjhaka at Dingiswayo's place; Tjhaka is taken to the grave of 
his father by Isanusi and company; the tempting of Tjhaka with 
greater lordship by Isanusi; the murder of Noliwa by Tjhaka 
for medicinal purposes was the height of fiction; the supposed 
murder of Nandi by Tjhaka himself is fictitious (Nandi died a 
natural death suffering from dysentry according to 11 The Diary 
of H.F. FYNN11 P. 132.); Tjhaka's bad dreams and visions are 
the products of Mofolo's creative imagination. These fictitious 
events and characters assist a great deal to suspend and to 
carry forward the plot and to sustain the interest of the 
narrative. They show the side of life of the Zulu chief·which 
is unknown to the writers of history. 
Starting as he did, with a single situation, a sin between 
Senzangakhona and Nandi, Mofolo had to discover from history, 
and to 0reate from his fertile imagination characters that 
were best fitted to bring out its beautiful implications. 
Characters whose duty it was to precipitate actiol~ and help to 
make the story interesting and creditable. We are introduced 
into a state of affairs out of which the conflict arises. The 
conflict in the plot is the struggle between the innocent 
Tjhaka aided by his mother, against a host of those who are 
conspiring from self-interest to do him out of his fortunes. 
We see two different sets of forces: the advancing forces to 
which Tjhaka, his mother, Nandi, and for the time being his 
father, Senzangakhona, belong. To this group we may include 
Dingiswayo, witches and magicians. The opposing forces 
vonsist of the other wives of Senzangakhona, their sons 
' Mfokazana, Dingana and Mhlangana, who claimed succession to the 
chieftainship of Senzangakhona on the grounds that they were 
more legitimate than Tjhaka. To all these we may add the 
general public who hated and persecuted Tjhaka for no fault of 
his but the sin of his parents. It is then that Nandi employed 
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the services of a witch to protect and preserve the life of 
the young Tjhaka from destruction by his enemies. The real 
purpose of resorting tc magic and receiving the attention of the 
ancestors in the form of n snake was to give Tjhaka courage, 
hope and confidence. To arm him with an assura~ce of safety 
from the malignant influences of his enemies; and to allay the 
anxiety of his mother. As a result the herdboys soon realised 
that Tjhaka was more than a match for them. Men were put to 
shame by his dauntless spirit; Mfokazana and his followers were 
humiliated by the same spirit. Then under pre:ssure of his 
wives and the public Senzangakhona had to join the opposing 
forces against Tjhaka and had him banned and commanded his men 
to kill him. This was a conflict which was more terrible than 
any Tjhaka ho..d oxperiencod. before. In -despair Tjhaka. fled from 
home for good. The significance of this outward conflict is 
that it has influence on the fortunes of Tjhaka. It is a 
triumph for his enemies who will gladly and fr1::ely instal 
Mfokazann as a successor to Senzangakhona's chieftainship. 
The coming in of Isanusi helps a great deal in the 
development of the plot. He it is, who initiates action. 
Through his appearance a gleam of false hope lights up the 
darkening scene. He gives hope that Tjhaka may yet escape. 
Tjhaka himself was overwhelmed with joy when he saw in Isanusi 
the fulfilment of one prophecy of the witch that a magician far 
superior in knowledge of witch-craft would come. 
To show his genius Isanusi appealed to Tjhaka's master 
motive of rtmbition, and his belief in magic and ancestors, the 
two effective motive powers, which he gainfully employed in 
the rise and development of the conflict in the plot. Playing 
on th2se two aspucts of the hero, Isanusi e:1sily r:1ade Tjhaka 
succumb to his magical treatment. Cleverly too Isnnusi harped 
on the fact that he himself belonged to the world of spirits 
and has close connection and could communicate with them. 
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Having thus gained his full confidence IsRnusi made Tjhaka an 
agent of his ovvn fortunes; and to C:J,Chieve this he sent 'Tjhaka 
to Dingiswayo. 
Then the ~u~hor makes an appeal to another expedient which 
in Tjhaka's time was eviden~ly powerful. He introduces battles. 
Jars were extremely ~opular in those days. They were a means 
of ascending to the hi 6 hest pinnacles of 6 lory and power. 
Moreover some of these battle scenes thrill the imagination of 
the reader. .Lt Din~iswayo's place Tjhaka had the opportunity 
of displaying his unusual courage. It is here where he met 
Malunga and Ndlebe, the two mysterious fellows, who were sent 
by Isa.nusi to be the com_t.~o.nions of Tjhaka in his wars and 
troubles. It is in these wars where Isanusi, Malunga and Ndlebe 
proved to be the leadinb characters who did not only initiate 
action but physically engagea in it. They became the chief 
a 6 ents oi' 'J:jhaka's ascendancy to J:JOWer. 
But 'rjhaka ha·.:.. to be deeply involved in these wars in 
order to identify himself with ~he progress of his own fortunes. 
Under Dincsiswayo Tjhaka showed himself to be a general of 
extraordinary prowess, who has covere~ himself with 6 lory by 
destroying Zwide's power and by regaining his father's chief-
tainship by defeating his own brothers in the field of battle. 
In this war IVlfol{azana was killed. T jhaka. wanted ~co kill 
Dingana and lVihlanc,ana as well but Ndlebe requested him to stay 
his ha.nd; the most unusual thing that Ndlebe, of all people, 
should plead for mercy on behalf of somebody. Later it will be 
seen that Tjhaka made a fatal error of sparin0 these half-
brothers of his. Tjhaka emerged from these wars an undisputed 
ruler of many tribes, those of Senzangakhona, those of Dingiswayo, 
and those of Zwide. 'Then he had time to att.end to eccnomic 
and social reforms at home. 
'Then Isanusi comes wi ~h a. greater temlJtation, that there 
was yet another charm which would give ·:r jhaka a chieftainship 
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which is nuch lo..re,cr than the one he .:.::(lreG..Jy ha.cl. 'l'his touched 
the yersonal jJriu.G of 'I'jhu.k~ ::.vnu vvhe;ttGJ. hib 0 I'e<J.t ULbi tion. 
But Isanusi would nvt oiV~.;. fjhaka. this CoLin.J.nce OVGr the whole 
world unless h~ sJcrifiCGS Ncliw~, the ~GrsGn he loveu L~st. 
Knowinc:, the 6 rou.t si6 nificu.ncc of th0 decision Tjhuka wc.s about 
to te.l{:e 1 Isu.nusi gav.s hiL. an 0xtensiun ,,.f tiLe durinG which to 
think and 2:-)J.ke u.i! his L.ind.. 
expired Isc.nusi once LGre ccnvinceu 'J: jhake1 that by the d.:;a th 
uf his belov<:::cc Nuliwu. he w0ulu 6~in tGnfold thtj glory of his 
chieftainshi~. Tjho..ka surren~ered to th8 teL~tation &nd 
J.eci~ed that Nolivm Li.USt die in order tho. t h<Jr blood wi 6 ht 
yroviJe the n;:;;ce;;ssa.ry ingredicnus fur the preparation of the 
chi.lri..:.. \1ith thc:se thvu6 hts in l.J.ind Tjhakc.::. entered Noliwa's 
Thus v;e h:J.Vc seen hew ev~Jnts le~clincs 
t0 this ::..i.8lancholy en0. were stdc:,2-Lana6 cJ by Isunusi the; e:,enius. 
How with fresh ~roLises he urovo Tjh~Ka. ·forwur~ until he redched 
this crisis in th2 stvry. 'l'o this crisis 'J::jhulc.:l. hc1.d to 
contribute llearly. ');his is the cli:;..~c.:.x of thG story and the 
turnin5 yolnt of the life 0f' T jhcdm. 
Now that the crisis has bean r0ucheJ We watch with keen 
interest for a hu.yyy consu1 .. ::t.~<-1tion of th,a: proi .. 1isccl lordshi}:) of 
the world. But instc::Gi.u we bet an i:;..::u..;.._;Qia te u.nd crushin6 
count.c;raction. vie feel a suJllc11 u.nd trae:,ic chant5e in the 
direction of the uove~~nt, which after ~scendin6 ~ora or lass 
0 1'8.l1Ui.:1lly, nuW turns ShC:lrJ:.!ly duv'lnWuru anu }Jrecil'i ta tes the 
ca tastro]:Jhe or \leu th uf :_r jhaku... This leaves ths reader with 
a feelin0 uf discouru.6eLent because after too lonb a })reparation 
fur a final effect, and after his. senses c.nd. iL.ac,inatL.m have 
been as saul ted by toe;. great tension and. anxiety 1 he L:.erely soes 
"the eve:r....,.increasin6 lust fur J:lvWer" chan6 ine, u.nu b0cur...inc, "the 
u.u~uenchable thirst fur bloou" which cnly J.vath ;;.md ue:;e.ch alune 
could assuuge. 'l'he .::.ssassins.tion vf Tjhaku.. by Dint:::,c.ma u.nd 
1·/Ihlangana brouc,ht about this necessury snd. 
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This is the pl:Jt in ;; tjhaka1'J li-Jhich is based :Jn an incident ' 
livhich beca.-1e a s:Jcial }_)r:Jble::~, the s:Jluti:Jn 0f which set the 
events ;::Jving. J:'he pl0t has, as far as p:Jssible, rec.ained 
faithful t:J the spirit and the external facts of the Tjhakan 
tiDes. J·'l0f:Jl:J has depicted b0th characters and acti0n in 
harn:Jn;>r with the envel'.Jping circu'Jstances 0f lj'Jitches and ::1agic; 
serpents and spirits; fenrs and h0pes; the anguish and the 
suspense the. t this a t;::usphere inspires. The pl0t is unifor!.::: 
and its narrative is unbroken by detached episodes. The 11Jhole 
st0ry is concerned with cha:racterdeve:J..:Jp:J,ent and experiences 
-----·-·--~··. 
0f Tjhaka at different stages 0f his life. The plot devel0ps 
l0gically fr0i:1 the beginning t0 the end, f0cuss ing attention 
0n the central thede 1tvhich is the gradual ripening 0f T jhaka Q s 
personality. ('T jhaka" is a n:Jvel 0f a highly organised plot. 
Characters. 
Isanusi 2 l\Ialunga 2 and Ndlebe. 
These :Jagicians are the chief architects 0f T jhaka as 
greatness and also the agents of his d0wnfall. As diviners 
who are usually kn0wn nn:Jng the Zulus as '1 Izang:JJta1) or ~~ Izanusi~q, 
they p0ssess an iL;pers:.mal pm'l'er, o. force whieh can be controlled 
by persons who know hmv t:J do so and who are adepts :Jf this 
art. This P0li-ver is called r.1agic f0rce 9 and persons lilho control 
it are t::.agicians. /\ccording to '1The Social :3ysteo of the 
Zulus') by E •. J. Krige P. 2 97, they are the (.mly c.en with power 
to wake known the will of the spirits and to interpret tl}eir 
cessages. Isanusi says to Tjhaka~ 
Feela lebits:J la ka l{e Isanusi, ke lvna leo ke buang le 
bafu lm lona, LJI1e le bona ba ntseba ka lona. 19) 
'·" They all have supernatural tend~~cies. ., They are not 
li::Jited by tiPe and space. But Isanusi does not share equal 
19) P.42. But iJ.Y naiJ.e is '"Isanusi~'. That is the naGe I 





povvcr with the other two, he does not lose his supremacy. 
He is still the first 5 but ±'irst, not because hG is isolated 
from the other charac-cers, but becuuse he has greater influence 
which springs from a domine:erint, ch2.ructer c:;,nd compels the 
loyal devotion of others. He adds life; to all that is living 
in them. He ewes not put out their light but kind.les it into 
a brighter flam8 of character. They burn sll the brighter 
for his inf'luence. A touch from him makes them reveal them-
selves. Tjhaka's observations were a correct assessment of 
this man's character. At first sight Tjhako.. s0emed to see a 
man more evil than any sorcerer, and more evil by far than any 
murderer, the very father of malice' wicl\:edness and treachery. 
In keeping vvith this nature of his, Iso.nusi commands 'rjhaka to 
be bold, merciless o.nd bloody, he should put away mercy and 
compassion for he who sho,,vs these q_uo.li ties is lost. He tells 
'r jhaka that his spear must be :::ver wet with blood, new blood, 
fresh blood. 
But Isanusi was a reo.l compound of good Lind evil. When 
Tjhaka takes a second look at him he found his face full of 
pity and compassion, a man with a p0rfect kindness and a 
sympathetic heart and the truest lover. Sympathy was the chief 
motive that prompted Isanusi to deliv;:;r '.l jhalm. 1 who was 
distressed and frustrated, from all his troubles and persecutions. 
It was throue;h the motives of sympathy and love that Isanusi 
doctored '.C jhaka. with all the charms in order to free him from 
all manner of anxieties, and to irnmune him from the attacks o.f 
his enemies. By the same motives he sent him to Dingiswayo 
to ensure that he gets the protection he needed, dnd to 
provide a suitable environment where Tjhaka cou:Ld display bis 
prowess; because at Dingiswayo's place spears are wielded and 
the young men are praised for their bravery. Ise:musi' s 
great desire was that Tjhaka should win the favour of Dingiswayo, 
the man who would help Tjhaka to recapture the chieftainship 
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and faEle vvhich he so long desired. To eliraino.te any chances 
of error, and through pity, Isanusi go.ve Tjhaka permission to 
call the rJ.e:,gic nane of "Isanusi 11 whenever he found himself in 
peril; or when the enenie~3 pressed hard and he saw that death 
was unavoidable. ThG ELere :mention of this name would dissipate 
his enemies and help would come to him instantly. 
Pity, sympathy and love are the main motives again which 
induced Isanusi to provide Tjhaka with able companionsy Ndlebe 
and Malunga. Their charge was to abide with •r jhaka, watch 
over him and be near him in all his wars. Isanuoi had to see 
to it that Tjhaka wins all the battles of Dingiswayo who would 
in return assist Tjhaka to regain the chieftainship he was 
promised. :rhe greatest v'lish of these mysterious characters, 
Malunga and Ndlebe was to provide means •Nhereby T jhaka' s desire 
might be accoB:[Jlished. J'fblunga, thE:: o,vizard and the magician, 
qualities ·which are otherwise harBful, decided to employ them 
in a benevolent way to help Tjhaka. He attended to the 
warriors and trea.ted the.:::-, with his medicines to i:w.L1unise thsm 
before they were engaged in battles; he so conditioned them that 
they obeyed and carried out any cOL'i.::Cldl1ds that came from the mouth 
of Tjhaka. But the evil tendencies of Malunga forced him 
to frighten Tjhaka by telling him that the magic charms in 
his body would act as a boomerang on him and kill him if he 
does not engage in bloodshed, and kill with his own hands. 
Ndlebe, the beast with keen animal senses~ would scent troubles 
before hand and -vvould advise accordingly. But in keepint:, ·vvi th 
his bad, selfish nature h2 used this quality of his for purposes 
which were detrimental to Tjhaka himself. He dnd Malunga told 
a lie and prevented Tjhaka from ransoming Dingiswayo from his 
enemy Zvvide because they wo:1~nted Dine!,iswayo to die. He spied 
on Nandi and her ~rand child und as ~ result Tjhaka killed 
them. He counseled r::.ercy for Dingana and J:iihlangana whom T jhaka 
wanted to kill; because he wanted to spare them for the 
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assassination of Tjhaka himself afterwards. 
These three 1 Isanusi 1 Malunga and Ndlebe 1 represent 
faculties or instincts of Tjhaka 9 s own nature. 
Isanusi is Tjhaka the evil genius 1 who stimulates Tjhaka 9 s 
ambition and dulls his conscience; 
Malunga is Tjhaka the warrior 1 and the magic power 
behind Tjhaka 9 s forces; 
Ndlebe is Tjhaka the beast with power to smell out and 
unravel things; he aids Tjhaka 9 s suspicion 1 and is the 
force behind Tjhaka 9 s murders and his wanton killing of 
people, relatives, friends and even the innocent babies. 
They are the embodiment 1 in a visible form, of the evil forces 
which are ever on the alert to establish ::'.l'l unholy alliance 
with the criminal i::1ctincta of the human heart. They represent 
the evil without, which must meet the evil within Tjhaka. 
It is this union of the outward and the inward which produces 
much greater imaginative effect. They know how to tempt and 
how to betray. Because Tjhaka has become too ambitious and 
dreams of unsurpassed chieftainship and fame they have great 
influence on him. To master his mind they appeal to his 
religion by taking him to an awe-inspiring place, the grave 
of his father, there to perform ceremonies that will impress 
Tjhaka and make him to believe that they were not ordinary 
people but the real associates of the ancestors whose language 
they spoke. Although they maintain that the aim was to enable 
Tjhaka to get blessings of his ancestors but we cannot fail to 
see the real selfish motive behind it: to identify themselves 
with the spirits of the ancestors to win the confidence of 
Tjhaka who should thereafter become an easy prey to their 
temptations. 
Isanusi, Malunga and Ndlebe are in fact only personifications 
of the real internal tempting motives of Tjhaka himself. Their 
tempting predictions of chieftainship honours inflamed the 
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ambitious desires of Tjhakn und thus led him toLcriminal actions 
which would pave the way to his doom. They ensure Tjhaka's 
destruction by their deceitful promises u:nd sweet assurances of 
safety. Isanusi tells Tjhaka that the blood of Noliwa will 
bring him untold riches; and that through the death of Noliwa 
Tjhaka will learn of many things. Yet what Isanusi really 
wants is to awaken in Tjhaka that proud ambition which will 
certainly lead to the melancholy fate of the young Noliwa. 
He also knows that Tjhaka's surrendering to this temptation 
will entangle him inextricably in the web of fate; that the 
death of Noliwa will precipitate his own catastrophe. Malungu 
and Ndlebe tell lies about the death of Dingiswayo fearing 
that his deliverance by Tjhaka from the hands of his enemy 9 
Zwide, might slow down the tempo of events leading to the 
hero's end. The excuse they gave was that the death of 
Dingiswayo would enable Tjhaka to get tb the chieftainship sooner 
than he expected; and yet this was a mere means to the real 
end, the death of Tjhaka himself. 
These wily and cunning creatures were found to be repulsive 
and fearful by Dingiswayo. When they were introduced to him 
he shuddered and rose from the ground in f'ear. He saw in the 
eyes of Malunga deceit, guile and treachery and would not 
tolerate him. He and Isanusi would not appear before 
Dingiswayo because of fear lest he discovered their true nature. 
Only Ndlebe who disguised his real self by appearing an idiot 
was tolerated. But these men were capable of reading the 
thoughts of others and were a povver exerting an influence which 
no person could evade or ignore. They give the story that 
supernatural element which provides so well the background. to 
a tragedy such as "Tjhaka". Characters such as these haunt 
the imagination as no naturalistico_lly conceived personages 
can do. As thBy had before hastened Tjhnka's rise by inflaming 
his master-motive of ambition, so after tha death of Noliwa 
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they eccelerate his fall by ministering to what has become his 
cardinal passion, the yearning to feel himself secure. They 
were the chief agents in dispelling his conscience. In fact 
what plunged Tjhaka into bloodshed was the discovery that his 
cruel aspirations found an echo in the voices of these mysterior:.s 
associates of his, Isanusi, Malunga and Ndlebe. 
Tjhaka. 
To hide his own guilt, and influenced by his other wives, 
Senzangakhona neglected Tjhaka at an early age. Consequently 
Tjhaka and his mother, Nandi, lived as outcasts at Langeni, 
his mother's place. The boy had to pass through trials and 
triumphs; hated and ill-used by every~ody, young and old, and 
even by his more legitimate brothers. He v1as the object of 
every one's malice and sport. He did not know what crime he 
committed to deserve all this cruel treatment. This left a 
wound in him that never healed; and it set up a neurotic 
condition from which he was never able to free himself. The 
taunts of his companions so rankled in his breast that he grew 
up harbouring a deadly hatred against all and everything in 
Langeni. His whole existence has become joyless and loveless. 
When he realised that the misfortunes which befall him arise 
from the injustices of the society in which he lived he develo~ed 
hatred and revolt against it. In this the seeds of his 
revengeful attitude started to germinate. He never forgot 
and he never forgave. 
The irony of life placed Tjhaka amid circumstances which 
seemed designed to further the triumph of evil. When his own 
father banished him from home and commanded his men to kill 
him, Tjhaka's frustration knew no bounds. In his exile he 
resolved to revenge himself when he became king. He came to 
the conclusion that might was right; and that he would kill 
both the guilty and the innocent alike. At this very moment 
when he was in this frame of mind Isanusi arrived. The effect 
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of his contact with this mysterious external influence which 
harmonises so strangely with his inner-most thoughts is 
profound. Isanusi told Tjhaka to put away all compassion 
and ordered him to kill mercilessly. Tjhaka found this suggestion 
fascinating because it tallied with his own original intentions. 
Tjhaka hae many fine qualities. He was a courageous man. 
As a boy he used not to cry even when he fell down or was 
beaten by somebody. As a herdboy he was hardened by incessant 
fighting and even developed a liking for it. During the 
fight his stick struch home and with such a force that his 
enemies were sent spinning to the ground. Finally he became 
the leader of all the herdboys in the neighbourhood. Later 
when he was already a young man, he is introduced to us as a 
man of extra ordinary prowess, who has covered himself with 
glory· by killing a lion single-handed. He faced without 
flinching the great serpent of the deep waters and listened 
without a shudder to the ominous voices from among the reeds. 
He ventured out at dead of night to save a girl from the jaws 
of a hyena and managed to kill it alone. This action shows 
how chivalrous he was towards members of the weaker sex. 
Women all over sang songs that extolled his name and called him 
a hero, the defender of their kind. Noliwa says: 
"Motho a ke ke a ba a re o nyetswe ha a sa nyalwa ke 
ya kang mohale, Tjhaka. 20 ) 
Through Tjhaka's bravery and strategy Zwide was captured and 
brought to Dingiswayo alive. At Dingiswayo's place he killed 
a much feared man unaided. In all these conflicts he 
showed great personal courage, a quality which he continued to 
display throughout the drama in regard to all plain. dangers. 
He became a great warrior, masterful and rough, a man to 
inspire some fear and much admiration. His disposition 
20) P. 67. A persons could not consider herself 
married unless she were married to a 
man as brave as Tjhaka. 
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was high, proud and commanding. He w~s born to rule~ if not 
to reign over all nations. Through his valorous deeds he 
gained not 0nly tho chieftainship of his f~thar but that of 
Dingiswayo, and thGt of Zwide as well. 
____ Tjhaka wo..s not only courc-cgoous but he alsn had a force 
of will. He w~s determined to got blood ingredient even if 
it meant killing his own mother or his own brothers. Even the 
fabulous amount of price Isnnusi threatened to charge him would 
not deter him. He insisted on demanding the charm. He did 
not fear the consequences. But Tjhaka was also a man of 
hvnour. He told Isanusi that he had an obligation to honour 
his promise to marry Noliwa. Tjhaka's love and devotion to 
Dingiswayo inspired his resolve to ransom him from Zwide. His 
affection and respect dictated the duty of avenging his death. 
~Tjhaka was a greedy and jealous man. To cross the 
threshold of his harem (isigodlo), to hold conversation with 
females involve;d, if seen 9 summ:::~ry execution. The harem was 
well guard,.3d by d'l.y cmd by night by watchmen. Tjho.ka legislated 
against love-making anc~ prohibited marriage while he reserved 
for himself the right of indulging in criminal intercourse with 
the girls of his po.lace. 
But Tjhaka was also a noble man, who inculcated in his 
people noble disciplines of life, such as submission to 
authority, obedience to the law, order and self-restraint; 
fearlessness and self-sacrifice. These high ideals in life 
spring from undisputed nobility of character and compel the 
loyal devotion of others. Tjhaka's greatest work as a lover 
of war and a martial genius was the creation, organisation and 
training of an unconquerr:blc nrmy for the purpose of building 
up a supreme Zulu nation. But those possibilities of greatness 
are annulled by too inordinate Clmbition. 
Tjhaka was exceedingly ambitious. His ~mbition has been 
further stimulated by his remarkable success and by the 
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consciousness of exceptional powers and merit. His ruabition 
became a passion or an obsession. This very ambition became 
the mainspring of the action in 11 Tjhaka". It is this selfish 
ambition, the unqualified passion to possess that unlimited 
power which no other ruler ever possessed 9 which calls into 
operation the forces that bring about the crisis (death of Noliwa) 
. and its train of fearful results. This runbition has now become 
a weakness on the part of the hero. A weakness which Isanusi, 
with his terrible resources of evil influence, would never fail 
to exploit. Isanusi played on every motive of temptation and 
incitement which a swift brain and remorseless determination 
can suggest. He urged Tjhaka to achieve that which his 
ambition urged him to gain. Therefore even in the murder of 
Noliwa Tjhaka is not an innocent man. He has meditated the 
crime before his first meeting with Isanusi. The precise 
way in which Tjhaka would get the blood of this poor lady was 
· deliberately planned by him. Isanusi only collaborated that 
which was originally suggested by Tjhaka himself. Tjhaka did 
not even startle when Isanusi suggested the killing of Noliwa 
to him. In fact nowhere in the book do we find that Mofolo 
meant the actions of Tjhaka to be forced on him by an external 
power, whether that of the witches, snakes, ancestral spirits 
or magicians. Isanusi merely becomes a symbolical representation 
of thoughts and desires which have slumbered in Tjhaka 9 s breast 
and now rise into consciousness because of the external stimulus. 
Isanusi and his companions represent all the evil influences 
around Tjhaka which aid his own ambition. 
lsanusi tempted Tjhaka to aim at a still wider lordship, 
the sacrifice for which must be the life of his betrothed 
Noliwa. But the fact remains that this temptation came as 
much from Tjhaka himself as from Isanusi. Not only was Tjhaka 
free to accept or resist the temptation 1 but he was again and 
again reminded of this freedom of choice. But because the 
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temptation was already within him, and thr:tt strictly speaking 
he was tempted only by himself; because of his great ambition, 
he decided thst Noliwa must die. With this in mind Tjhaka 
entered Noliwa's hut to carry out his treacherous deed. But 
because of his sense of honour and because of inward protest of 
his deepest self against tha deed he hesitated at first and 
left the room. But through personal ap1Jeal and through sheer 
force of will Isanusi crushed Tjhak3. 9 s inward protest, and then 
TjhnkrL carried ·'JUt his m2,licious intention and murdered Noliwc:. 
Thus the crime which had originated in the promptings of 
ambition on ths part of the hero is consumated, nnd mJbi tion as 
a driving force is now exh~usted. The irony of fate is that 
Tjhaka, blind folded by too great ambition, failed to understand 
that the murder of Noliwa meant his own death; that the kingship 
promised by Isanusi lay beyond the grnve. 
The death of Noliwa marks th8 culmination of the growth of 
that noble chctracter, Tjh::::',k[:,, who, up to thii3 point, shared 
human feelings with the; rest of mecnkind. After Ncliwa's decth 
there was no further scope for Tjhaka's nmbition, its place was 
taken by an excessive imagination which bocomas the ruling 
motive for Tjhaka's ac1ions. Instead of peace descending on 
Tjhaka, his h~lf murdered conscienc~ rises and assails him with 
frGsh horro:rs. He is full of imr1ginative fenrs. The terrible 
suspicions made Tjhaka to tremble at last. The guilty conscience 
gave birth to premonitions. He fears cowardice in his forces; 
suspects witchcraft '1mong his people 7 r:.:,nd uses those as excuses 
for killing them all. His generals and warriors he suspects 
to be trators who must be weeded out. Through jaalousy he 
fears to see his own image in his offsprings because heirs have 
a way of hs.stonil:lg their advent to the chioftainship of their 
fathers anG therefore they must be removed. Innocently Nanui 
wanted to save one of Tjhaka's children, unaware of the prying 
eyes of a spy, her secrecy w~s uncovered by the notorious 
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Ndlebe 1 and so the child wns killed by Tjhakn. Thereafter 
Tjhakn showed his cruelty by bartering away the life of his own 
mother without the least compunction. Then he made a great 
show of grief at her death. His very indignation at those 
who would not mourn her death was admirably feigned. No act 
of Tjhaka shows his brutality more clearly than his regulations 
upon the death of his mother, Nandi. He ordered a wholesale, 
endless and indiscriminate butchery of people. The whole flood 
of evil in his nature was now let loose. A spirit more animal 
than human took full possession of him. His character has 
degenerated. Murder is an escape to him. He longs to see 
~ people die, killed by himself. There is a fever in his blood 
which urges him to ceaseless action in the search for oblivion. 
He hopes thc,t after this purposeless but:.cl'tery his own imagination 
will trouble him no more. He seems to have no choice but to 
go on strengthening his position by renoving all who stand in 
his way. But even those who do not, for instance, Nongogo and 
Mnyamana, are the victims of his blood-lust. He killed some 
of his concubines because they had failed to calm his aching 
heart. He became an open tyrant, dreaded by everyone about 
him, and a terror to his people. He died having no friends, 
no loyal servants or subjects. 
His imagination is productive of violent disturbances of 
mind. Through it he is liable to supernatural fears. The 
racking fears prolong themselves into the night and reappear 
as hideous dreams. Tjhaka is shaken nightly by the affliction 
of terrible dreams; and is subject to many dradful fancies. 
He dreamed thrice during the same night and was dreaming about 
the same thing. Surprisingly he even feared his staunch 
friend, Isanusi, when he saw him in the dream. Thinking that 
sorcery might be the cause of his bad dreams and want of sleep 
in his old kraal, he 2..b::.ndoned it and preferred to live in the 
veld. Still his imagination gave him no rest. His most 
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painful drsam was the one in which he saw a Zulu spear piercing 
his own heart. He also had visions of people whom he killed. 
Thus Tjhaka has become a victim of his self-torturing imagination4 
Nandi. 
Nandi belongs to the Langeni tribe. She was rich in 
attractive qualities and was a great performer at dances and 
songs. 
Nandi was a seriously grieved woman, whose great honour 
and personal pride were debased by the fact that she, illicitly 
and wi thQY.tJ:ler will, became a mother. She felt doubly dis-
honoured because she came to Senzangakhona without a merry 
wedding feast. She was quietly installed as one of the chief's 
wives. There could be no ceremonial celebrations of the coming 
of a bride_ already with a child. Nandi found herself unwelcome 
and neglected. But in spite of all this Nandi was forgiving 
and loyal to her husband. She became passive and completely 
subdued. She accepted, though not without a bleeding heart, 
her husband's order that she and her son should depart from 
Nobamba to her home at Langeni. She was in this way denied 
the pleasures of a family life. We are amazed at her perfect 
composure against the unjustifiable demands of her co-wives, 
who were the cause of her leading a miserable life of a fugitive. 
Nandi was capable of deep and constant love. Her affection 
for her son made her share with him all the trials and tribulations 
which he suffered in his youth. Together they had to bear the 
unsympathetic treatment and the taunts of the society in which 
they lived. Anxious to save her son and to protect him from 
the envious enemies who conspired -to kill him and usurp all 
his fortunes 1 Nandi appealed to the services of a witch-doctor. 
This resort to magic was a desparate attempt on the part of 
Nandi, a discarded woman, whose child could not enjoy the 
natural protection of a father. The thought, that her beloved 
son was banished and therefore excluded from his lawful 
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inheritance by Senzangakhona, her husband, the man on whom she 
has lavished her deepest lov2, vvas intolerable and weigh~&d, 
heavily upon her coul. During this very period of uncertainty, 
when nobody knew where 'l' jha.:-.:-.c. was and whether or not he vvas still 
alive, Nandi, the loving and devoted mother, suffered untold 
agonies in her heart. 
Nandi's maternal love is revealed by her great desire and 
longing for grand children. flo gratify this love she 
persuaded Tjhaka to marry in order to have children of his own. 
When T jhaka refused, Na.ndi hid avvay one of the expecting lovers 
of Tjhaka until she bore a child. But this very action of 
Nandi exasperated Tjhaka and his anber swelled into a wellnigh 
uncontrollable flood. He pressed for immediate death of his 
own mother, and with his own hand killed her. Such is the 
irony of fate, that Nandi, who suffered so much physical strain 
and emotional anguish, should be killed by her own son whom 
she loved so dearly. 
When we watch Nandi in lwr long dravm sufferin5 and in 
her death it Aeems as if she hus lost all personal and social 
pride, the feeling that she is approved of by her immediate 
associates. She accepted without questioning a kind of 
ostracism vvhich was imposed on her and her son. In other words 
the society pas§~d judgment on her, and as it were, sentenced 
her to life im.fJrisonment. But when we look s.t her life again.,. 
we are penetrated by her motherly love, devotion and self-
sacrifice for th0 preservation of the lifB of hBr son, Tjhaka. 
For him she sacrificed tho pleasures of a family life, lived 
and died in exile, without 8Ven a grand child to bless her 
soul. Nandi .. is, indeed, a symbol of frustrated .. love. 
Noliwao 
She is introduced to us as the youngest sister of Dingiswayo, 
whom Dingiswayo lovc:d exceedingly. Other than a mere mentioninS 
of her n<:~me, Noliwa al1pears in only two out of twenty six chapters, 
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and she speaks to a very few people. Yet no female character 
in Mofolo's works is more absolutely individual or more 
indellibly stamped on the memory of his readers than Noliwa. 
Her beauty has a magic charm which almost overpowered 'l'jhaka. 
He found it too rich to use, and too dear to destroy. As a 
result he, at first, hesitated to annihilate what has been to 
him the paragon of all created things. 
Noliwa is not only extraordinarily beautiful but she has a 
generous nature, full of compassion, kindness and sympathy, 
g_uali ties vvhich are typical of her sex. It hurts her to see 
and hear other girls mock at and ridicule Ndlebe. She scornfully 
remarked, 
Le se ke la mo tsheha 1 ke sebopuoa sa IV.iodimo 9 mo-tsheha-
21\ 
sehole o a ipiletsa, o tla se tswala. J 
She was always read;y. t9 give him 'food whenever he was hunc;ry. 
She cared for hilli when everybody else regarded him as a fool 
and des~ised him. 
Althou6 h Noliwa was the aau6 hter of the principal chief 
she was never too proud. She has a considerate heart and a 
wealth of sympathy. She did not think of the lowly station 
in which Tjhaka was born. She knt:w that 'r jhaka was a mere 
vagabond who sought refu5e uncler her brotner Dingiswayo. But 
still she symlJathised with him, loved him dearly and even 
selected him for a husband. 
Noliwa is deep, sincere and passionate in her love, which 
is all the time firm and constant. She is not too proud to 
reveal her own feelings. Openly she expresses her love for 
Tjhaka to Ndlebe in the following words. 
fiiotho a ke ke a ba a re o nyetswe, ha a sa nyalwa ke ya 
ka:ng mohale i' jhaka. • .... Ha ke mo rate, ke ya tuka; 
ke se ke bile 1-;:e tshohile hobane ke lekile ho ipontsha 
21) P. 66. ~ock hiffi not, he is God's creature. She who 
mocks a cripple brin6 s ill-luck upon herself, 
she will give birth to one. 
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ka mekgwa yohle, empa eka yena o ntlodisa mahlo hodimo 
feela. 22 ) 
Thus what she feels finds spontaneous expression and is not 
controlled by thoughts of what is customary and proper. Her 
heart was subdued to an implicit devotion to the man she has 
chosen for ~ husband. 
Noliwa is an innocent child of nature~ who merely cowers 
beneath the inhuman action of Tjhaka. For her innocent and 
sincere love she must die and die a horrible death. Her last 
words, read in their context, bring out the pathos very clearly: 
Tjhaka, moratuwa wa ka, wena o seng o le ntate, wena 
J b D
. . 23) o e, wena ~ng~swayo, wena •••• 
We are not wrong therefore when we conclude that Noliwa is a 
martyr and a precurser of a better life in a land that is more 
glorious than the sun, a land to which Tjhaka must also go. 
s· :mzangakhona. 
When Tjhaka was born Senzangakhona had cause to rejoice. 
Happiness and joy made him act promptly and resourcefully to 
meet the situation as it arose. He informed his principal 
chief, Jobe, immediately that a baby boy was born to him; and 
that he would be his own successor in the chieftainship of the 
Zulu tribe. Once more when Tjhaka killed a lion Senzangakhona 
quickly sent it to Dingiswayo as an act of loyalty and respect 
to him. His other motive was to built up Tjhaka before the 
eyes of Dingiswayo, who would be too pleased to see and 
know such a brave young man. Thus we see and admire Senzangakhona 
as a realistic man full of action. 
22) P. 67. None could consider herself married unless she 
were married to a man as brave as Tjhaka •••••• 
I do not merely love him; I am ablaze with love. 
I am already frightened, for I have tried every 
means to show my love, but it seems he has no 
eyes to see. 
23) P.ll8. Tjhaka, my beloved, thou who art now my father, 
who art Jobe, who art Dingiswayo, who art •••• 
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But Senzangakhona is ue~icted as a cowardly ~erson. His 
hasty actions and the unscru~ulous Lanner with which he handled 
his affair with Nan~i ~lac0d hi~ in the Lost difficult situation 
out of which he could not free; hiL.sslf. His fear that his sin 
with Nandi L.i 6 hG coLe to li6 ht had a jjaralysini:s efft?:ct on hiL 
and he failed to deal with or tv control his other wives. 
Throue,h hatred anu jealousy at,ainst Nandi and h8r son, they 
forct?:d the nervous Senz~n6akhona to reverse, verbally at least, 
his decision about succession. To ap~ease his discontented 
wives he assurad thaL tha~ Mfokazana anu not fjhaka would be 
his successor. FurthGr Lore he had Nandi <:mJ her son disr...isseci 
fror... his hoee at Noba~:.:cba to t:Sratify the wish of :nis envious 
wives. Knowin6 the weak side of his char~cter his wives forced 
hiw. to choose whether he re1:..ained on the side uf TjhaKa or he 
joined the ~ruup of his eneLies. Throu6h lack of strun5 will 
Senzane:,akhona had to join the forces that soue:,ht to destroy 
Tjhaka and deprive hi= of his fortunes. He sub~itted to the 
deuands of his vicious and jealous wives and had Tjhaka ~ersecuted 
and banned. He even iL~osad a ~enalty of death sentence upon 
hirJ. He did. all this LJ.erely to keep his shaLe concealed. FroL. 
the beginnin6 to the ent S8nzan5akhona's actions are not wotivated 
by hatred, disliKe or aversion of fjhaka or his Lather, but are 
broughc about by weakness and fear. 
Looking deeJ:J into the vvhole b0haviour of Senzangakhona we 
·see the actions of a sinner a6onis~d by rsuorse. The great 
criLe which started evsrythin5 was the sin of Scinzangakhona and 
Nandi. Had Senzangakh0na no c coL.Li ttad this sha:Lleful act in 
his youth, Tjhaka would hav2 liv0d at his hoLe in NobaDba, the 
beloved son of his father. But in s~ite of his sin Senzan5akhona 
does inspire.: in us L1uch iJl ty and ad:;_:ciration. v{ a pity hiL because 
we seeL to feel the de~th of his shaLe and re~entance and the 
frustrating thou5ht that re~entance does not annul the past. 
iVe adDire hi~ because in addition to naLinb fjhaka a successor 
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Senzangakhona showe~ his loyalty and res~ect to Din5iswayo by 
acg_uaintinc:, hiL vvi th tha yalorous deeds of T jhaka. \{hat is 
DOre Senzangakhona did nut rcVGrss officially before Dint::',iswayo, 
his original dGoision that T jhak:.:.. would be his successor. Thus 
Senzangakhuna was .l-'rudc:;r11J and a r:_an of his word. In this way 
ha contribut~u to Tjhaka's accession to the chieftainship of 
the Zulus. 
Dingiswayo. 
He develo~ed a great likin6 for Tjhaka who was introuucud 
to his fathe~ Jobe, as tbe naDed successor of Senzanbakhona, 
and afterwards to Din6 iswayo hlLself on the occasion of Tjhaka's 
killinb a lion which was sent to Din~iswayo in reco~nition of 
his status as the ~rinci~al cnief. Dint:,im,ayo has alwc.ys lone,cd 
to see and know T jha1ca, a younb Ldn who was so bruve. .Sven 
when Tjhuka ha~ disa~peared frGL ho~e ~no his whereabouts were 
unknown, and all had lost hope of ever findin5 hiL alive, 
Dinbiswayo was still 6 atherin6 to~ethcr a~l the witch-doctors 
and diviners so that they Libht divine where TJhaka was. This 
he did b6cause of the breat love he h~d. for Tjhaka. vi hen 
T jhaka .finally re-a}:JJ!eareJ Din6 isv1uyo tvuk the first op1Jortuni ty 
of uniting hiL wi-ch his woth0r because he wanted to share with 
Nandi, the joy of seeine, Tjhaka alive. 
Knowin6 how kind, syLj_.Ja the tic and hos1.Ji table Dine;,iswayo was, 
Isanusi recoLu.~.cnd.ecl hi.L. to 'J: Jhaka ancl urt,-:;d 'I' jhaka to obey 
Dinbiswayo with true obedience ancl work for hiL with joy, 
b~cause throu6 h hiu Tjhak~ would win the chiGftainship he sou~ht. 
Also Tjhaka the vae,abond., in his hour of need, thou0 ht of nobody 
else but Dingiswayo. He wished to be received and ~rotected 
by hiL. Dinc,isvvayo was, indeeu., the ~.an to heal the inward 
desyair of 'I' jhaka like a Sj_.Jiri tual coLforter to a J!rocli 0 al son. 
The hospitality which Din0 iswayo had accorded to Nandi would be 
extended to her son, anu Dine::,iswayo's hoLe would be a ~erfect 
sanctuary for both. Dingiswayo was hiLself a brave :war:. and a 
€6 
warrior who fcu 6 ht in :;·:any bactles 9 and CCJLLand.ed. u:my .rcc;,iLents. 
He did ~rovide suitable facilities for Tjhak~'s war-liko s~iri~. 
~t Din0is~ayo's ~lace, says Isanusi, the saunJ of a s~eur 
banish...;s slee.~.~, anc.L th8 hearts C;f youne:;, "-":.:on dance with joy when 
they hear the .vr:::isc: s,.:;nc,s sun6 by the wo1.,en of the ~ldce. Un-
grudgintslY Din6 iswayo 6 ave Tjhaka an aL~lc sco~e to d.is~lay his 
--- ~J:Jrowess and to win for hil.:iself the t:,lor;y- and fa;:__e which he 
desired so Lnch. Pro~~ted by love of Tjhaka and iL~ressea by 
his acts of bravery, DintsiSvvayo :r.jro:;__Loted. hi.::." to the rank of 
cOLLandGr in chief of ull the forc0s. Mo~ivatcd by th8 saLe 
love Dint:,iswayo considered hiLself a father tu Tjhaka whoL he 
urt,ed tu 1:.arry and would L .• ay lobola for hiL. Out of kindne::ss 9 
SYLeathy ancl luve, Dine,iswo.yo saw tu it that justice was done 
to Tjhaka. He :played a very iL"lJOrtant rolG in the restoration 
of Tjhaka to the chieftainshi~ of the ZULUS by biving hiD men 
with whoL tu fi 0 ht and kill J,ifokazana, the usurJ_.er. He was 
present on the occasion of TJhaKa's installation. On this very 
occasion T jhaka extolled Dinc,isvvayo with a lkart full of 
Ho tlbnkcC. hiL fur the vc.ry q_uali ties of 
kindness, sy.w.:r,;athy and L.:Ve: which ~~~aJe Dinuiswayo j,Jrot0ct and 
rehabili~ata hi.w. ana his .w.Gther who were then fugitives. 
Dinbiswayo was a reader of character and had a dee~ insibht 
into hm~.:.an nature . Malunga says Din6 iswayo is a }.Jrudent Lan, 
whose eyes can see what is hi~uen froL the eyes of other Len; 
they clo not look u.l:,on the outsiue only, but ..)Jierce ri 6 ht into 
the heart of a uan. 1ihen Ndl0 be L:tnci I\Ialunga were introduced 
to hik by ijhaka, DinGiswayo shuddered and rose froL the brouncl 
in fear. Readin6 thelr characters he found Ndlebe to be an 
idiot who~ he ues~ised. But he diti not like Malunga because 
his eyes were deceitful, full of 0 uile and treachery. He 
feared hiL and would 'not ~olerate hi~ for a LOLent. Knowin6 
that Dint;Siswayo was a shrew\:)u jud6 e of character, Isanusi 
cleverly avoided hiL and would not like to .L.leet him. He 
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excus~d hiLself sayinb they hated each other. 
lifter his e3rly trials dnd travels Din6iswayo's e,eneral 
outlook in life haJ baco~a consid~rably broadened and his 
attitude towarJ.s ~_)ther J:.!C:Oj__;le:; te-=~lJ'--'r"'d with unselfishness cmd 
benevolence. He introduce: C..:. social Lind ecc,noLLic r.:;f'or~_cs a:w.one, 
his J:.;eople. He bathere~ tobather workers of the saua trade: 
workers in skins an~ hid~s, workers in wood and horns ate. 
He encouratSeG. theLl by bivin6 :t.Jrizes to those who did better 
than others. He even u ttcLljtGd to instil a S.t-~iri t of hur;.Lani ty 
into the tribe, but was ahead of his tiLes. Dingiswayo was 
undoubtedly the L1ost rational, Ji 5 nifi,_,d and hon8s -~ character 
in the book. 
Liter~ry CoLnjents. 
Althou6 h "~Cjhaka" is conceived in actual, concrete and 
particular terms, it is not a serious contribution to history 
at all. When writinb this book Mofolo took ~n~o account the 
fact that the life of ev~r;y hcJ_d1n bein6 has tvvo sicies; the 
first is that which shows on the surface, his actions and such 
of his s~iritual existence as can be deduced from his actions 
and cannot esca.J:ie the recordino ha1J.ci of a historian; the second 
is the hidden romantic side of u s:uan' s life which includes the 
~ure ~assions such as love, hatred, joys, sorrows, fears, 
jealousies, ambitions etc., which fall under the <iomain of 
fiction. Mofolo has revealed this side of life which is not 
known to the writers of history and has ~iven us a brilliant 
romance which is trustworthy as a jJicture of the life of the 
He has breathed life into the ary bones of history 
and .Dlade his historical characters fina jJieces of imaginative 
recreation. Such characters as Senze:mga1~hona, Nancii, Tjhaka 
himself, DingiSI"?ayo etc. are m.a.de vi tal and human. 
The author achieves a remarkable success when he deals 
with com}Jiex 1:1ental and moral concii tions of men and vvomen drawn 
directly from the African llfe he knows so well. He has pierced 
• 
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into the very heart of the Zulu romance and made his book an 
imaginative piece of ~ITork. \·Je have only to think of the 
imaginative effect of the witches and their magic; the snakes 
as messengers of good and bad omens from the world of ancestors; 
the river serpents with human character traits; the magicians 
who come from nmiThere and are capable of disappearing into 
thin air; the spirits of the ancestors whose voices can be heard 
from inside their graves speaking the language of the living 
and giving advices to them; we have to think of the imaginative 
terrors and visions which stalk, haunt and beset the mind of 
the murderer. .'\11 these have the effect of keeping imagination 
excited and miTake • 
Mofologs "Tjhaka~ has a special atmosphere of its own 
which is quite perceptible though difficult to describe. The 
guilt of Sen:angakhona and Nandi was a thing of fear, and that 
which they felt became the spirit of the novel. A sense of 
fear, hurror and mystery pervades the atmosphere of this tragic 
story of the historic Tjhaka. He is born in this atmosphere. 
He begins life with a conflict. He is born out of wedlock and 
therefore contrary to the la-tiT and custom of the society in which 
he must live. The s0ciety is unwilling to receive him. He 
must be cruelly persecuted or be killed in order that the society 
may rid itself of the evil. 
In "T jhaka'0 we find a world of witchcraft and sorcery which 
contributes to excite vague fear and even horror of hidden 
forces which operate on m1~d uneouac1~us of tme1r influence. 
To dispel a feeling of insecurity on the part of Tjhaka, the 
w·i tch-docturs and the magicians must impress it upon his mind 
that he is now in the pmiTer 0f secret forces which alone can 
provide him ivi th supernatural guarantee of sa.fety from the 
machinations of his enemies~ 
It is 0nly by fortifying our vital energy through the 
use of magical recipes, that we acquire resistence to 
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- - L l ~ 6) malevo.lenu externu Iorce:s. 
fhe terrifyin5 imag~s of lions, hyenas, madmen etc. 
contribute to thiu a trilOSJ:'.l:lc:re ·by stimulatine; fear in the hearts 
of men. One has only to think of the vivid picturG of men who 
ran hel ter-s~'Ce...L ter fi'Offi a lioH which som,_:: of them had not even 
seen. Another dreaciful imo.~:/:o is that of murder and blood, 
especially blood. It is not in vain that the image of blood, 
that ghastly and horrible int;redient of this 0 eneral e:'fect in 
the book, is forced upon us continually, not only by the events 
themselves 1 but by reiteration of the word itself. 
After the n1urder of Holivva vve see 'J: Jhaka swayinu from 
feelint)S of security and unlimited confidence to the recklessness 
and brutality bo.L·n of dread and of des~J:)aration. Therefore the 
atmosphGre of terror doGs not end but it merely chan6 es its 
shape. 'J:he sallie:; effect iG continued in anothGr forn1. It 
comes in the form of dreams, halluclnations and visions which 
sprin6 from morbiu imaginations of Tjhaka himself. 'de now see 
in him a soul tortured by an agony which gives it no res2ite. 
Dreams fri 6 hten hirr1 and drive avvay his slee..r,J. In one of his 
dreams he sees a vision of a s~ear piercinb his own heart. ~he 
mere howlin6 of a jackal makes him start v;i th fri 6 ht, thinking 
it to be the war-cry of his pursuers. His mind was full of 
visions 1 the clearest of which was that of blood. On several 
occasions he resorted to acts oi atrocities in order to dull 
the pain that was racking his heart. He took to a stop-at-
nothin~ outlook on life in vain endeavour to save himself from 
the imae:,inative terrors and all other tortures that H8mesis can 
inflict U})on him. He even abandoned his home throu0 h fear of 
sorcery. After this he became a midni6 ht wanderer with his 
memory zib-Zabbinb throubh the horrors of the ~ast. He then 
saw in a vision "U Done:,a-luka ·ratiyana" fillt:d with the bodies 
of those whose lives he destroyed, with Nandi at one corner of 
6) Placid Tempelsf Bantu Philosophy P. 32. 
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it 1 and. Nolhra at another. Then he heard. the sound. of a voice 
from among the multitude indicting him as the murderer of his 
mv-n wife, his mm brothers, his own offsprings, his Ot'm mother, 
etc. 
Beset by terrors on every side, T jhalca sought the counsel 
of his mysterious coi!l.panions 1 lVlalunga and Ndlebe, but even these 
had vanished without telling anybody. He then realised. that 
these ministers of darkness had betrayed. him into deeds of great 
consequences and now that his hour had come they disappear and 
leave him to his fate. This w-as part of the Nemesis that 
Tjhaka had to face the approaching catastrophe alone. 
The supernatural in ;;T jhaka1'. 
In this book 1VlJfvlo was able to tap a well of nationally 
cherished belief in magic, a belief still actual and operative. 
The author did not isolate T jhaka from his mvn environment. 
T jhaka lived in an a ti:rrosphere of magic and witchcraft; of 
witches and. ~rizard.s 1:-.ri th their malignant influences on man. 
These wizards and. witches are men and women with flesh and blood. 
like any other person" They are known as the enemies of society 9 
1t1J"ho use the powers of the universe N"hich they have learned to 
employ by means of magic for anti-social ends: 
Ned.icine and magic thus go hand. in hand, and the doctor 
must be well versed in all forms of magic, not only to 
effect his mvn cures, but to counteract the magic of the 
wizard., which is so important a function of the Bantu 
d.octor.7) 
Isanusi was such an adept in the use of magic. He was a 
great magician 1tV"hose magic made graves talk. I·Jhat he treated 
with his i:lagic nobody could undo. I•Ialunga doctored forces 
before they engaged in battle. Tjhaka himself was a symbol 
of magic power. His body was full of magic charC>s. His 
weapons, the club and the short spear were charmed. Magic 
offered Tjhaka a sort of psychological release from cares. 
7) E. Jn Krige, The Social System of the Zulus. P.335. 
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It gave him~ feeling of security and unlimited confidence. 
When he found himself in a :fJr~~carious situation he had only to 
:put his hand on the :l:lde,ic cha.rm uvon his own forehead~ ~ or call 
out the ma;:sic na.me Q.f "Isanusi 11 to dissi.J:-!ate all his enemies or 
override al~ his obstacle&: 
Amon0 the Bantu and~ indeed, ar.uong all },Jrimi tl ve 1J60J;les, \ 
life ana death are the 6 reat ayostles of fidelity to a 
mae,ical view of life and of recourse to traditional 
8\ 
magical pracclces. 1 
.But this ma 6 ic power the diviners derive fron! t11e ancestors, 
who endow them with knowlcd!§:,t:) otht::.cwisti inaccessible to man. 
They lliust koe}J in constant touch with these ancestors. Isanusi 
told ·T jhaKa that the nam2 "Isanusi" is the one he uses when he 
coilliilunicates with the dead or ancestors: 
The real, vital religion of the Zulus is their ancestor-
worshi.J:J. 9 ) 
Ancestor-worshi~ is based on the belief that the S}Jirits of 
deceased relatives continue to havG contact with their 
descendants on earth. The ~ulus believe that the syirits of 
the dead a~pear in the form of certain snakes. Such snakes 
6 enerally are treated with t~1e 6 reatest res~ect and veneration, 
and will never be killed. These spirits may also appear in 
dr0ams. As SU}Jernatural bein0 s they are empowered. to bless 




Tjhaka too knew his ancestral spirits, ~reat and small1 
and if he feared no livin~ man, he entertained a holy 
and wholesome dread of th~m. Though no longer in flesh, 
he knew they were living still, for he often 3aw them in 
his dreams, received their counsel and suffered their 
rebuke. 10 ) 
l-'lacide TellilJEI1 ls; Bantu Philosophy. P. 13. 
E.J. Kri 6 e., The Social System of' the ~ulus. D .l. • 283. 
A.T. Bryant, Olden Times in Zululand and Natal. P. 634. 
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lVIofolo made use of this beli..::f in ancestors. The visit of the 
serpent of the 6 reat pool str0n6 thened anu aee~ened Tjhaka's 
belief in snakJs as mess-.:n6 crs of the S}Jirits of ancestors. 
This visit was a clear indication that Tjhaka was gladly welcome 
by his ancestors. The sarJ:)ent must not be re 0 arded dS an 
illusion in the mind of :l'jhaka or of Nandi who saw it. The 
appearance in the likeness of a snake is ominous of strange 
revelations to come. It is an essential part of Tjhaka's 
religion. The serpent re~resents the spirits of thG ancestors 
who must take a real interest in their yroeseny. They n1ust 
guard them from dan6 ar and attend to their needs. vihat Tjhaka 
wants is an assuranc8 that rtis great arubition to beco.r:::.G tlk 
ruler of the world will be 6 rasified. To this inward feelin6 
already 1Jr8sent tile SE:Tl.Jant 6 i ves confirma. tion which is further 
corroborated by a mysterious voice from among the reeds sayin!§;: 
Tjhaka shall rule all tha nations of Illen. For 
Tjhaka is introduced into the world of S1Jirits. 
the first time 
'I'he monster 
woana itself arouna him, walcomin6 him as it were into this 
world. It licked him as if to purify him and make him fit 
for this world of ~erfection. ii.fter this initiation, Tjhaka 
could }:.Jatiently and without fear, await the arrival of the 
other members of this world in the persons of Isanusi and his 
com;_Janions, Malunga and Ndl8be. 'I'o strengthGn '£jhaka's 
belief in ancestors, they took him to his father's grave to 
hear his actual voice and to recsive his blessin0 and advice. 
All these ana other ma6 ical }:.Jerformances of' Isanusi are acts 
of orientation, yreparin6 fjhaKa for the final act of identifica-
tion with the ancestors throu6 n the blood of Noliwa, which must 
be spilt by Tjhaka himself. By killinb Noliwa Tjhaka enrols 
himself as on~ of the ancestors. But to be an ancestor one 
must die. Therefor8 by murderin6 Noliwa, Tjhaka si6 ns his 
own death-warrant and seals it with the blood of his beloved 
wife. Then the words of Isanusi become quite significant: 
/ 
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Rona jwale lcbitso la hao l~ se lo kene yalong ya Marana 
- - 2 ' ) a heso, lc:: hona a maho..Lo a ~nahanh.::n6 • 4 
This is the meanin6 Isanusi attach<..:Od to tho choice he put before 
Tjhaka, a choice betwtocn thc.o livin6 Noliwa in --c;he e:tJhemeral, 
transient world of ours, and the spiritualised Noliwa in the 
eternal world beyond the grave. This is Iiiofolo 1 s meaninc; by 
the death of Noliwa. With Mofolo, death is not an end but a 
liberation of the s~irit; and in the world of Mofolo those we 
normally call the livinb and the dead exist side by side and are 
in comrnunication. 
iJ:hus, on th:::: ono hand, these mysterious forces S.bJurred 
Tjhaka on to his rise to the kin6 shi.bJ; and on the other, they 
led him to criminal actions which would pave the way to his doom. 
This they did by means of tht) magic charn1s which aroused in 
'J:jhaka, that had fc:elin0 of invulnerability which mads him 
believe that not even the basest acts on his yart could 
possibly react back u~on hiw. They did not only fortify him 
personally with thelr chs.rms, but also rc::nclered his forces 
immune und submiss i VG to all his conilllunJ.s. '.l:hey were the 
external forc0s in dispellin6 hi;::; conscic;nce and in urginf:S him 
to achi0ve that which his ambition urgZ:.:d hiw to tsain. Here 
w..:.; have a man who is cirivc:n by some wc::a1i:l1coSS from sin to sin 
until he is uttc::rly ruined ~nd death comes as a relief. His 
ass8..ssina.tion by Dingana and Nihlangana is the rubber-stamiJing 
of an act already accomulishecl. In "Tjhakatt the obsession has 
been ambition, sslfish ambition for power, vvhich brout,ht about 
total ruin of a man who was ca,duble of far better thine;.s. 
Mofolo 1 s "Tjhali:a" with its v,ronderful recreation of the 
t h ~ the irJ·ha-kan tl·11-1~s l·s one of th0 finest life and a mos.d ere oi v -
historical novels vve have in Southern Sotho Language • l'.tlofolo 
has done the reconstruction with consumate skill, his mastery 
24) J?. 118 0 
~ has ~:lreadv been enrolled amonb how your name - v , 
b f Our Chiefs, even the 5reat ana the num. er o 
mighty ones. 
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of its detail is COID.l,ilete. It has q_u.alities which ensure 
permanence in literature; for iG is full of creative energy; it 
keeps us in touch vvi th the .large currents of hurna:n lif a. It 
is full of the elements of breat ~assion and stronb action. 
Its grip u~on the emotions of the reader is relentless and 
sustained. No wonder it has been translated into two of the 
Euro_pea..."l Languages, namely Englisr.L ancl Genllan. 
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CH.t.PTER V . 
Mofolo's Characterization. 
One of the rarest gifts of a novelist is the understanding 
and presentation of human characters. In two of his works, 
11 f·loeti Wa Botjhabelai' and r::Pitseng", r8..ofolo makes use of the 
two d._:epest human interests, religion and love, when he creates 
his main characters~ Fekisi, Mr. Katse, Alfred :Phakwe and Aria 
Cebaka. This gift for the creation of characters by the use 
of his moral imagination was revealed for the first time in 
"l'iioeti Wa Botjhabela 11 where Fekisi, with his habit of intro-
spection and his intense spiritual life, clashed with a corrupt 
world. 
This passionate andgenuinely imaginative concern with 
moral existence was the essence of his approach to character-
iZation. His characterization finds its meaning and its 
spring in his religious and moral favour. ~'Ihat all his 
characters share, in the first two ·works of his, is moral and 
religious consciousness. His main purpose was the depiction 
of moral characters. This central theme ef moral imagination 
shows itself both with greater d'.:pth and with v:Jider range in 
Fekisi and in Mr. Katse; both see life in terms 'of their religion. 
In Fekisi, we find the fluid confusions of the inner life, 
which lead to a point -,vhere they cryst-alLize into a decision. 
We see an account of a si'iritual conflict; an account of despair 
and of joy which r!.'ofolo has drawn vvi th such forceful and yet 
such subtle truth. In Fekisi, the author goes far beyond the 
individual and offers an image of mankind. Phakwane is but 
a representative figure; he hardly emerges as an individual 
character; he represents a common type. It is with Sotho 
society at large not with the precise quality of feeling of 
individual characters that Mofolo is pri:w.arily concerned. In 
Mr. Katse is manifested a compassion and a love for mankind, 




By these characters Mofolo wants to illustrate that the 
Christian life, and indeed any life, must be the ex~ression of a 
dynamic will. He knows and by these moral characters, he 
demonstrates that spiritual man is not a sim~le ~roduct of 
natural man, but the result and the reward. of a }:JerseveriiJ.g 
Fekisi's path is strewn with obstac~es: a difficult 
decision to make; a solitary journe0 to undertake; deserts and 
a limitless sea to cross; hunger and illness to face; lions to 
fit::Sht and kill, if he wants to achieve his goal. Alfred Phakwe 
and Aria Sebaka had to deny themselves the joys of youthful love 
in favour of a lastinb ha}:Jpiness of married life. Ivlr Katse 
preferred a life of selflessness in order to serve his fellow 
men. Th~s was the main S}:Jrinb of his happiness. 
Mofolo's world is one in which thinbs work out normally; 
c,oodness is on the whole rewarded and evil punished. He makes 
the good and the bad exist side by side as characters must often 
do in fiction, thus lliakin6 a richer }:Jattern by their contrasting 
qualities than they could ever make se.yars. tely ., For this reason 
Phakwane and Fekisi must live as neibhbours; Aria Sebaka and Ioda 
Msimang must be conteL1}:Joraries of the same world. 
In his characterization, Mofolo takes love as a powerful 
factor in human relationship, which does il~uminate the inner 
life of characters. Lov~ has the power of conveying the 
emotional ~uality of a character's life. It manifests itself 
differently in different people. It is hypocritical in ~:.Lil ton 
Thotho; frivolous and purposeless in Linganiso Diniso; fanciful 
and materialistic in Ioda lV1siDlan6 ; sincere and 6 ruciging in James 
Moraka. But to Mofolo love is a noble thing. In fact it is 
too noble to be played with. Its nobility had to be demonstrated 
and examplified by Alfred Phakwe and Aria Sebaka, who could 
moderate and control their emotions. Only these, in Mofolo's 
mind, could love truly and rationally. vihen depicting the 
characters of Aria Sebaka and Alfre~ Phakwe, of James Moraka and 
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Ioda Msimang and many others in "Pitsengn the author brought the 
power of love into conflict with the demands of property and 
social status; and according to this scale of values all other 
characters had to be measured or judged. Each of his characters 
in this book had to make a choice, either to marry for love or 
for wealth, Those who chose the material side of life like 
Ioda Msimang stumbled and fell; but those who followed the 
spiritual side of human life like Alfred and Aria, theirs was the 
happiness of indefinite duration. 
The charge against Mofolo's character-drawing in "Moeti Way 
Botjhabela" and to some extent in "Pitseng17 is his tendency of 
dissecting a character before the reader's eyes. He often makes 
intrusive moral comments upon his creations instead of presenting 
them in action and leaving the evaluation of their characters to 
the reader. This intervention on the part of the author interferes 
with the right response to the story itself. The effect 
produced by what characters do and say is weakened or dissipated 
by the author's direct comments. The characters and their 
experiences should be offered to the reader for his contemplat~o~ 
and moral judgment. 
Mofalo's charac-terization in 1iTjhaka" differs frclll what we 
have seen· so far. He delves into the private feelings and 
secret motives of his characters and thereby achieves something 
quite different from the mere des~ription of characters by their 
maker or creator. His real concern in this book is a full 
development of persona2ity and the gradual unfolding of the 
inner man in his principal character, Tjhaka. He gives a realistic 
portrayal of the actual processes of life which underlines the 
community of man with man, with its various tensions, stresses 
and conflicts... rhe characters are seen in sufficient relation 
to the other characters of the novel. We see Tjhaka in depth 
because we see ··him against varying range of characters with 
sufficient vitality and elaboration to make their own demands on 
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our attention and interest. Characters like Dingiswayo and 
Isanusi do~compete .for our interest but do not overshadow the 
main character, •.rjhaka. Instead they help to illumina~e the 
inner life of the hero. Their remarkable achievement was to 
brin6 to the surface, the tremendous will power that lay deep in 
T jhaka' s bosom.. It is this power and the desire to dominate 
that induced Tjhaka to sacrifice his own wife, Noliwa, and his 
own mother, Nandi with indifference. 
In "Tjhaka" we witness dramatic self-revelation of a character 
through speech and action. All the characters are drawn through 
what they do and say; what they are said to think and feel, and 
not by direct com~ments upon them from their creator. This is 
a sign of maturity on the }Jart of rvlo.folo that he can employ so 
ably the dramatically revealin0 possibilities of speech and 
action in depicting his characters. Their speeches and actions 
do reveal their moral dileiillllas and conflicts. I may also point 
out that by these means characters are not only revealed but 
are a.lso differentiaceu and .J:.ilaced by the quality of their 
speeches and their manner of acting. This method of character-
ization operates at deeper levels than the purely descriptive 
one which touches the external part of a ilian. It engages not 
merely our interest but our deepest powers of understanding, 
sympathy and moral seLsitivity. 
Mofolo's figures are shown in relation to their environment; 
they have as logical a rGlation to the world from which they 
SlJring. It is this constant sense of background which enables 
him to draw to perfection the ordinary man. It must be noted 
that in "Tjhaka" the author de~ls with two worlds, the real 
' 
and the fictional. Each of these worlds has its own atmosphere, 
J,ts own beint;,s or characters which belong so comyletely to it 
that they appear unreal outside it, But no sharp boundaries 
between the real and the fictional are to be drawn; and the 
author allowsusan easy transition from one world to the other. 
Isanusi and company have shown how easy it is to communicate wit~ 
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both the worlds. Snakes, areams and, in extreme cases, death 
form bridges between the two worlds. But it must ba remembered 
that with Mofolo death is but a liberation. Senzc.n6 akhona, 
Nandi, Dine;,iswayo, Noliwa and '..C jhaka hirilself had to die in order 
to be enrolled amon6 those of the fictional world: 
lVIotho ha ho thvie o shwele o a.b£ a sa shwa, o o • • • • • • o ile 
lefatshen6 le len6 le k 6 anyang ho feta letsatsi, mrne a yo 
phela teng e ntse e le yena hantle-ntle. 25) 
Mofolo does not want us to leave the real world behind when 
we are confronted with the fictional world. In fact he com~els 
us to keeJ:) both worlds and their inter-relationshiljS firmly in 
our minds if we want to understand charac:ters.-in "Tjhaka". We 
must acce.t~t as a fact that Senzan6 akhona had inf..Luence on fjhaka 
in this worla of ours, anu that after ~assin6 into the ima6 ined 
world he still could talk to hik, bless ~nd auviae him. This 
fictional world is not only there as a habitat for the fictional 
characters but it ~roviuas a sco~e for the ever extendin6 horizon 
for Tjhaka's uny_uenchable lust for }lower. To satisfy his ambition 
the real world, which we ana Mofolo inhabit, is not enou6 h. The 
fictional world is a world in which Mofolo believes because he 
sees it with intense clarity uurine;, the whole process of creation. 
Mofolo's creative talent is disJ:)layea even more in the 
character studies than in the paintin6 of che back6 round. His 
literary creations include creatures which are endowed with some-
thinb of the mystery of life, for exam~le, the lord of the deey 
waters, and the talkin~ grave of Senzangakhona as well as the 
mysterious characters such as Isanusi, Ndlebe and Malunga, who 
come from nowhere anu who, at the enu oi their drama, vanish 
into thin air. l:!JVerywhere you feel the author's creative 
i:w.agination at work, either in the 1:1ortrait uf unfamiliar 
characters or in the pictures of social life. The most detailed 
25) P. 115. When it is said that a wan is dead he has not died 
•...•... he has gone to anocher iand that is more 
glorious than ~he sun, and he goes to live there retaining 
his true nature. 
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.i)Ortrai t 18 that of T jhaka hi:G1self, in whom lViofolo has fused 
im.ae:',inatively the gooei. and bad q_ualities. His characters a.pJ:.!ear 
before us as creatures of flesh and blood. In ~he vitality of 
his characters in particular, he is un~~ralleled; no one else in 
Sotho literature has created so many characters who:Gl we accept 
and treat not as fibments of a novelist's brain, but as absolutely 
and com}.lletely alive. 'This e!,ift 8-lone would. rank Iviofolo with 
the great creative forces in literature. One feels the pressure 
of creative force and creative joy in Mofolo's method of character-
ization particularly in his most vigorous book "Tjhaka". 
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CHAPTER VI 
Mofolo's Language and Style 
Mofolo was without literary training and accomplisrunents. 
He had no knowledge of the theories of fiction. He lived at a 
time when no Mosotho writer ever regarded himself as an artist. 
He never resorted to the use of archaic or unfamiliar words, a 
cultivated literary device to hide emptiness of matter. He 
wrote clearly, vigorously and without affectations or mannerisms. 
His readers never feel that Mofolo is deliberately aiming at 
fine writing. His aim has always been to convey his meaning 
clearly, accurately and effectively, without thinking about 
style. With him. literary beauty is not the main object but a 
by-product. Mofolo's narrative style no doubt springs directly 
out of his long practice of journalism in the Morija Printing 
Press and Book Depot. It is also fair to infer that his simple, 
homely, direct narrative style is due to the influence of the 
Bible, which formed a great part of his studiss at the Morija 
Bible School. Another point to bG kept in mind is that Mofolo's 
reading public, apart from. the few missionaries that knew and 
could read Sesotho, was less informed and less diversified to have 
great influence on his style. The combined vividness and plainness 
of his writing is another remarkable feature of his style. 
In "Moeti wa Botjhabela" Mofolo employs plain, simple 
language which is appropriate to the uncomplicated, narrative 
style he inherited from the Bible. He docs not give way to a 
mere verbal exaggeration of his feelings or thoughts. He writes 
straightforwardly and does not shun idiomatic phrases, pr~verbs, 
m~~aphors and ideophones. Mofolo has a way of repeating words 
or phrases with a tremendous effect. At the beginning of the 
very first chapt(:.r in "Moeti wa Botjhabela" the word MOTHO is 
repeated eight times9 and in chapter three the phrase LA TJHABA 
is repeated three times, also in chapter 4 page 24, the phrase 
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TL.A JE LE:B'A'.rSHENG- is re.lJeated four tiEes; anc1. so is the: ]!hrase 
This is one of his characteristic 
style. 
Didlbd Qi runya-runya hohlc-hohlc. 
I:ii:eho}Jolo e jwC:tlo ya nna ya hlaha-hla.ha. 
i'vl.eokeo ya re sih_,_a-sihla EL1hlon
0 
a hae. 
Di~ikoko tse masiba a matle-matle. 26) 
He also uses C_()I;J,.i:'9LJJlci,. worus .I.reely to brin0 out this 8ifect: 
E n.;:; e le tsona ui.i'.:e;)JL.lO tse bi tswdnb ID.a-tshoha-nonyana.. 
1'viabele a le lekc,a.ba, a le r11a-ri beha-t'i tsana. 
Ivio-ikutlwu-velo a ka buelc:.... .ruoo a ratan
6
• 
Naledi yo. Ecso se-s.hala-G.atshwe;juna.. 27) 
Very often he uses the axa56arated ~enul~imate length to achieve 
this effect~ 
B 1-Julutsvvanv.. y,_. uuuaella tla-a-a-se. 
Ale tddi:w.a, ale:; ~tadi-i-ma, ale taUiiL.isisa. 
Lentswe le mon<J. c;c; l.e nunc, l.e L:.olodi o LH)nc:.-a-a-u-te. 28) 
In the follo~.inb ~assa6e the author usc;s fittin5 worus ~o exiJress 





Pelo Yci ha.e e ne e bala, e ne e batla kodimo. :.Pelo ya hae 
e ne e tjhoba, e tjhobela koaifuo. Pelo ya hae e ne e 
lohotha ntho di le k5 olo bosiu le wots~ehare. 29) 
fhis matter woried hihl a lot. 
The wells S.t-~rin0 ev~;;::ryvvhere. 
Such thoughts occur.:.u. fre'iuently. 
Tears dropped from his eyes. 
Peacocks ~i~h very, very fine feathers. 
It was the ver~r. cattle which wc;re culleu "The bird-fric,htened 
( r~'la-~tshoha-nonya.na) . 
Sore,hum was youn6 ana esreen, Vfi th uncovereu bloor:.1. 
Thd ~ost darinu can SiJeak as he likes. 
The morninc, star thdt dis~erses the little oatherin6s• 
'rhe 6 rey cow lowed ':Lui te softly. . 
He looksd at it (sun); he stared at lt, he gazed at it 
y_uite intensely. 
He heard a nice voice with a very sweet sound. 
P. 19. His heart w~s ~on~eri~b' was yearni~~ Ior Gou: 
His heart waE throbbln6 ana thr?bblno ~o~. God. 
· · t · · · · ~. t ·chin ·s nl·ht and o.ay. His hel:irt was meo.l u. ~lllb c,rcu o b • 
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The writer gives a vivid description of the physical features 
of Fekisi in the following words and phrases: 
0 ne a le motle le sebopehong~ botle bo tsotwang; a erne 
ka ditlhako, a itse rao, empa e se motollo; a teteane 
hamonate; a se motenya, a se mosesane; a le hare hantle. 
Sefahlehong o ne ale mosootho, ale motjhitja; moriri o 
le boleya, o se kgwidikwenyane; mahlo a le maphatshwana 
joale ka a lehodi; ••••••••• Mahlo a hae ale ntjhotjho, 
a le metsu, empa a le bonolo, a kganya kgotso ka mehla. 
Meno a le masweu twa; nko e le ntjhotjho hamonate, empa 
e se motsu jwale ka nko tsa makgowa; tsebe di tshabile 
moriri, di qahame, empa di se mahaha, di se disholo; 
moriri o sekeleditse hantle, o sietse phatla sebaka.30) 
In his descriptions Mofolo never hesitates to use ideophones for ---
effect and to bring out precisely the meaning he intends to 
convey to his readers. In the following quotation he describes 
cattle which are frolicking in confused merriment and altogether 
beyond the control of their herdboy: 
Tsa thala dipholo, tsa thala dikgomo, a dumela marole, ha 
re rwakga, ho ya mokgwabong. A re ka re o a di otla, 
dioka tsa hana, tsa mo qhalanela.3l) 
The picture of these animals and what they were doing could not 
be made clearer in the mind of the reader. The sound they 
made with their feet is adequately and vividly expressed by 
30) P. 60. His appearance was beautiful, a beauty which was 
startling. He was tall and held himself straightr 
but he was moderately heavy to balance his height; 
he was not too heavy and not too thin, but of good 
proportion. He had a brown and round face, he had 
sleek hair, free from tufts; his eyes were black 
and white like those of a starling ••••• his eyes· 
were sharp and piercing, but soft and always full 
of peace; his teeth were very white; his nose nicely 
pointed though not as pointed as that of a white 
person, his ears were pricked and far from touching 
his hair, but not projected, and also not too 
short; the hair was nicely trimmed so as to allow 
sufficient space for the forehead. 
31) P. 13. The oxen pranced and frolicked, the cows did the 
same, the calves joined in also, there was a 
tumultuous sound as they rushed to the drinking placeu 
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one ideo~honic wora 'r~ak~a'. 
with words ~ivas & ~leasant soun~ to the ear. This cc..n furtller 
be illustrated by The foj_-'-ovvint..> y_uotc;. tion ~ 
fshe~he s tla nne e ~lo~a, c b0 e tjnetjha. E t.lola, e 
be e ikonka. 
Note the power and. effectiveness of iJ._eOJ;!E~J:l-~C words in 
describin0 a situation; 
Fekisi a ema tlekelcle! Kvvena ka morao, noha ~,:a .1-Jela! 
E k5utsitse t1.1.33) 
With an apt use of idioDatic yhrases the author descr1bes 
how surre~titiously Fekisi l2ft his houe vij_laise: 
A tswa a hata ka ditsheGshekw~nc har'u ~ots~, a n 5 otlile 
mohwasa. A tswa ka lenyele, ho se ntja e Lllli.Ohclanc,, ho 
se mothu ya hlO hlabelan6 illok6 osi, ho kgutsitse tu.3
4 ) 
The imac,e is so clea.r thut you al1~wst see hila walk on toc:s in 
his ~lans and frustrate his efforts. 
In this book Mofolo has usea very little uialo 6 ue. We 
look in vain for an easy, ho~ely and natura~ dialo 6 ue of John 
Buny.an in his "Pile,ri""l' s :::.'ro 6 ress". fuofolo hds written in a 
s~irit of reli 6 ious dcaicatiun ana has shown didactic moral 
intensions in his style. 
involves a rn.or::u jud6 uent 
He drayl~ and uakes a statement which 
~ 
or evaluation instead of describin6 
concrete action and lcavin~ it to the reuder to draw an ex~licit 
moral lesson. 
In "Pitseng" tho author still uses a l&nc,ua 6 e which is ciear 
and vibor'"'us ~ free .frohl vc=;rbia6 e and aff'ecto.cions; but a lanc;uac,e 
32) ~. 15. The s~rinbbok woulu ~ranc~ forward and backward, 
lea~ briskly and exam2ne itself; ~lay about and 
n1ake a dis1Jlay. 
33) ~. 60. In ~ ~er~lexed Ldnner F~kisi sto~~ed suddenly. A 
crococlile behinci., a snake in front; it vvus '-:lui te 
motionless. 
34) P. 37. Walkinb on toes he stoj_e out of the vilj_a~e and 
':l.uietely w.uv~d away vvi thout the ·burkin6 of Ci u0 0 or 
the alarru. of' any llerson 9 ev8rythinb ·vms de a~ silent. tj 
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which conveys f.c1eanin6 clearly and effc.:;ctively to the n;ader. 
While in "Ivioc::, ti Vva Bot jhc.:.bela" th<CO ViTi ter was 111ctinly concerned 
with telling a story and makin!§s a point, in "Pitsent§on he also 
took delight in self-ex.pression. The reader feels that he is 
approaching the great hcit:.-hts of diction, even though they are 
not as high as tho.se we find in "Tjhaka". 
On page 13 the author achieves great effect by once more 
redl.lJ2:1::~.~C:J:~~.J:l§ stens of sone word:3 when describing the fight 
between a certain young man and a baboon: 
Ya fihla ya mo IJOta-pota •••• ba kopanaf ba hebihebisana, 
ho se ya yang ka tlase; a re o ntsha lerwao, ea mo 
thefu-thef'ula, la ba la wa; a re o ntsha rn.olamu, 
ya mo tutla-tutlc::;, wa ba wa vv-a:. 35 ) 
In the following quotation the writer describes in glovving terms 
the manner in which a young l:J.an fro1D. a ,,vell-to-do family~ and 
one of the suitors of Aria Sebaka, was dressed. The author 
uses birds and unL;Ells as iE"lages in his description: 
A fihlu nchlankana, a fihla ba tsatsi lo ~ala ho tete-
bela Flobune 9 !~E'e a 1'ihl'Ct a inwele. Dikobm e le tse 
tshwana-tsl1wanu, dieta le tsona di le jwalo, molaleng 
e le lekg'xabu, petent; c lt; lethwele, Ba tsohong a le 
Banaila jvvale ka pi tsi e tshunu e manaila.36 ) 
Still more capturing is the clescri},tion of a horse which the 
said young nan rode 1 which vvalked in a. characteristic vvay as 
if it were aware of the critical situation or of a very serious 
incident that was about to take place: 
Ya hakala pit8i e sootho, ya phahamisa dikgabn, ya famola 
dinko, ya gyvabika, yakc:;, hoja lt:; yona e SG e utlwa hare •••• 
35) P.lJ It caBo und moved round hiD q_uickly •••• they met; 
they grappled with each otb.er vii thout anyone fallin15; 
he tried to draw OlJ_t a spec:;,r, it shook hir;; until it 
fell; he tried to pull out a stick, it jerked him 
very violently untili it fell. 
36) P .. 217 The young rEan arrived; he arrived vvhen the sun was 
beginning to sink back into the ground. He arrived 
well dressed 1 with a pitch black suit and bl~ck shoes 
to match. He had a white shirt which showed at the 
neck, chest .. e:Q.d ·v-;rists, and rese;.Lblc,:d a horse 




taba di teng ••••• Ere e tloha e hane ho tsamaya, pitsi 
e sootho, mme e nne e tule fatshe ka leoto la pele; ere e 
tloha e tsamaye ka lekeke e hlakothisitse tsela. 37 ) 
On page 385 we almost hear the noice made by a flight of birds 
when they start flying simultaneously. We almost see them 
swaying and swerving in the air as they fly: 
A bona dithaha di tutumolotseha ka dihlopha tse kgolo, di 
fofa-fofa, di boele di dula. Tsa boela tsa tutumolotseha, 
tsa feta haufi le bona, mme yare ha di le kae-kae tsa re 
hlana-hlana tsa boela tsa tla feta le ho bona ka lebelo 
le leholo ho boela lehlakeng.38 ) 
In all his works, one of the chief characteristics of 
Mof~la is that of making his expressions more precise and true. 
In fact he has an extraordinary gift of crystallizing his meaning 
in well chosen, memorable proverbial sayings. 
1. Thaka ena eo a neng a e sireletsa ho bo-mmampodi ya 
ikutlwa hore kajeno raka le shwetswe ke molebo. 
ii. Mona o jele setsi haholo. 
iii. Ha ho kgoho e qhwaelang e nngwe, kgabane ha di 
rwesane mekadi. 
iv. Methepa ya moo ha e je ditheohelang ka baka la hao. 
v. Moselekatse a ipelaetsa haholo ka hore mofufutso wa 
hae o tswela boyeng, jwale ka wa ntja. 
vi. Dingiswayo kajeno o tla busetsa molamu sefateng.3 9 ) 
31) P. 217-8. The brown horse became wild, pricked up its 
ears, and snorted; it stepped sideways as if 
it suspected something •••••••• at times the 
brown horse became reluctant to go forward, 
it trampled the ground with its fore leg; at 
times it walked sideways avoiding the path. 






He saw a big flight of finches starting off and 
perching again; they started off again and passed 
near them, and after flying a certain distance, 
they swerved and swayed in the air, and then 
flew and passed near them swiftly to the reed 
valley. 
The boys he used to protect against the bullies 
felt that they were now defenseless and insecure. 
Jealousy has spread too much. 
Each one for himself, two of a trade seldom agree. 
Girls of that place are anxiously waiting for a 
chance to fall in love with him. 
Moselekatse complained that he has worked for 
nothing. 
N()W Din.cric::w::~1rf"\ w;11 .,.., .. r"""',..,.,.., t-,.;~~,....1-f' 
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It is in "Tjhaka11 where Mofolo displays a wonderful vocabulary 
and a pleasing choice of words. His mastery of vivid and telling 
phrases is unrivalled. He is endowed by nature with a keener 
sense of the right word and correct idomatic phrases. To 
illustrate this ability of the author we have to read first the 
description of Nandi's attractive features. 
Nandi seemong one a raohile, a ema ka ditlhako; sebopehong 
ale motjhitjana; lebaleng a le mokgunwana a le tlhaku ya 
tekwane, mme a rotolohile, a bile ale seriti. 40 ) 
Then comes the description of Tjhaka after being banished by 
his own father. He is depicted as a lonely and lonesome person, 
a fugitive who has nobody to take pity upon his soul, and who 
is at the mercy of anyone who came across him. He is described 
by means of meaningful, fitting proverbial sayings, each of 
which has an image of its own: 
i. Efela Tjhaka e ne e se e le mmutla kotlwa-tsebe, e le 
mohloka-baholo, nare ya se-ema-nosi, hobane bohle ba 
mmonang ba mo lwantsha feela kantle ho lebaka. 
ii. Tjhaka ke motwai-twai,ke mmutl 9 a dintjeng. 41 ) 
In the above quotation Tjhaka cuts a sorrowful picture which is 
a sharp contrast to the following which was given under changed 
conditions; that is, after he had been restored to the chief-
tainship of his father: 
Marena ha a mo tadima, a bona morena e rnotjha, letlobo 
le tshepisang haholo; basetsana ha ba mmona ba bona 
kgalala, sekwala har'a ba batjha kaofela, mohlankana ya 
phethehileng kahohle, ya hJ:ok§n_g_ kodi, thahadirna ya se_E_~lP ._42 ) 
40) P. 4' Nandi was tall and upstanding; she was round in 
appearance; had a ruddy-golden colour and a smooth 
skin. She had a plump body and a dignified personality. 
41) i. Tjhaka was indeed made the butt of every man's anger 
and contempt; an orphan and a friendless person 
because everybody who carne across him attacked him 
without any provocation. 
ii. Tjhaka is a fugitive. He is the hare that must be 
attacked by dogs. 
42) P.8o When the chiefs gazed upon_him they saw a chief in the 
making, a young shoot of great promise. When maidens 
gazed upon him they saw a leader in songs and dances, 
a young man of outstanding beauty, perfect, complete, 
without spot or stain, a paragon. 
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The above quotaticn shows clec..;.rly ho, far Mu.folv can t;o with his 
pleasent chJice of words. ~s a m~n who h~s ~n enorfuuus wealth 
of vocabulary he is cu~able of ~rawin0 v~ried word ~ictures 
which are quite realistic ~nQ true. His descri~tion of Ndlebe 
leaves nothin0 more to be desired: 
Muhlankana wa b0beui yena e le nyo.fu-nyafu, obu-obuhaei..i e 
dihilen0 ditsebe, e re~hisitsen0 lli~loko, ditsebe dl le 
k~olohadi ho feta tekanyo, di 18 luahaha, di k 0 akeleditse 
maya, re ka re, ditaba; ~ahlo a le ruukeaikedi, a tletse 
bolotsana le buhlaba-phio •..... Luriri ole dikbobe o 
entse .wanyetse a thib<J.sellana ku n1c;.hlon6 le ka L .. urao •.• 
lliehlare e huhouetse, e le diJ?hobe, seled-u. se Kt:,O.J:JG.Tlietse 
hodimo •....•. ~1omo e le llion~tvhudi, naoco e le Letjwebebe 
e diyharu ....• ~auto e le ditlhotse fe0la tse llietnba hohle 
diretheng, esita le ka har'a bohuto. 43) 
Mofolo did not shun the use of ideo}Jhones if in his n1ind these 
iaeophones could convey his LJ.eo.nin6 clearly. Some of his 
ideophones are char5 ed with emotional si6 nificance. ExJ:.!ressin6 
the emutional reactiun of Nandi when she was re-united with 
her son at Dingiswayo's place the writer used few but choicest 
words: 
Nandi di tsebe tsa y_Uhb.kd, tsa theetsa, a ak0 ela. 1;1ahlo har' a 
lefifi ho ta.uiL1a ya buane:, ..•... Nandi are jaa, jaa, ka 
ntswe le bohloko, a ba a wa fatshe u re tsii. 44 ) 
In another emotionally charged situc;.tion, when Tjhaka had saved 
a 5irl from the devouring hyena, the girl 2;,<J.Ve a far more 
43) P. 53. The second youne;1;:1an seeL.'led flabby with droo.vint:s ears 
and a loose wouth. His ears were the largest ever 
seen; they were like caves tu receive wind, or rather 
tidine-ss. His eyes were watery, full of deceit and treachery. 
His hair was curled, flaypinb ever his eyes and down his neck. 
He had high cheek bones and hollow cheeks and a protrudin6 
lower jaw..... His shins were lunb and his feet thin and 
sinewy •...•• the skin on his feet was ~arched and chaps 
covered his heels and even the soles of his feet. 
44) r. 46. Nandi .vrickt::d u_p her ears, listeneu attentively and 
then looked piercinblY throu6 h the dorkness to see 
him. that SI.JOke. Hys tericall;y she C,8.Ve d sharp 
piercint:; cry, fell down and swouned. 
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heart-rending cry when she realised that she had escaped death; 
and that she would again experience the happiness and blessing 
of life. Mofolo describes the reaction of this girl in more 
fitting terms and crystallizes the meaning by means of a small 
idevphonic 1.-.rord u• tla" ~vhich exp0!':!6B the inner feelings of the 
girl~ 
Helello kaofela Jt-rale ya boya, tsenene ya lefu le bohloko 
ba yona ya feta; kganf.@., mom:mo, le monate v-Ja bophelo 
tsa boela tsa hlaha; a re tla, tla, tla, a imamarela ka 
4 c;) 
·h k hl h ·L· a •w-" al{a. a etsa ntho di le ngata. _... T J a a a mo wa oc .1mo 9 v , 
In all these quotations the writer employed ideophones because 
of their appropriateness to the total effect which he wants to 
express. 
l~'lofolo 0 s books are littered with idiomatic sayings and 
expressions which make his language precise and accurate. The 
following idio~~~-~g _____ ~!pressions need no comments 9 they speak 
for themselves~ 
i. Lefung lena la morena wa hae a iphumana e le ya setseng 
potong, tsaeng la mokoptjwane. 
ii. Ya nyetseng a hopole mosadi le bana, ebe moo a seng a 
di bona ma tm...rele. 
iii. Kgoba matsht·mfo re lebelle feela. 
iv. Ke a bona tjotjo e hlomile sesela. 
v. Isanusi ke motswalle wa hae wa hloho ya khomo. 46 ) 
45) P.27. Her senses now came back to her. The sting of 
death and the terror of it were past she ex-
perienced again the joy of life, the blessing and 
happiness of being alive. She said tla, tla, tla, 
and clung to Tjhaka and jumped on him and kissed 
him again and again. 
46) i. As a result of the death of his chief, Tjhaka found 
himself desolate and bereaved of the one whom he 
trusted and under whom he had taken refuge. 
ii. The married one 11rould remember the 1orife and children 
and then run En-ray. 
iii. Take courage and let us merely watch. 
iv. I see that they have regained self confidence. 
v. Isnnusi is his bosom friend. 
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Mofolo's writing is further embellished by the frequent 
use of figures of speech. He employs them not to tickle the 
ears of his listeners, or to display his own skill, but only 
to bring his meaning home more effectively. The following 
Hyperbole: 
Alfred sefahlehong seo se ka pele ho yena a bona didaemane 
tse ngata, tse hlwekileng, tse fetang tsa Kimberley ka 
bongata, le ka ho hlweka, le ka kganya. Sefahlehong sena 
sa moradi wa Sebaka su ka pelo ho yena a bona gauda e 
hlwekileng, e tshekilweng hantle, e fetang hole-hole 
digauda kaofela tsa mekoti ya Johannesburg. 47) 
Palo ya bahlabani ba hao e lekgatheng la ho feta dinaledi 
tseo o di bonang lehodimong ka bongata. 48 ) 
Similes~ 
i. Isanusi a c1ula hodim'a lebitla jwale ka kgoho e fuameng .. 
ii. Letsoho la hae le ne le hlohlona jwale ka meno a 
ntja ea setsomi. 
iii. Kganare o ne e mo ja ka hare, e mo harola jwale ka 
pere e jewang kc papisi. 
iv. Ngwana o nkamekgwa, dipuo ho ya mo hodisitseng jwale 
49) ka ngwana wa lekgala. 
metaphor: 
i. Fekisi e ne e le moJisa, e le motjodi wa scbele. 
47 )P.349. On the face that was in front of him, Alfred saw 
diamonds which were numerous and more sparkling than 
any that are found in Kimberley. On this face of 
the daughter of Mr. Sebaka he saw gold which was 
crystal clear and specially selected, and which 
surpasses by far the gold which is found in all the 
mines in Johannesburg. 
48 )P.ll6. The number of your warriors will soon be greater 






Isanusi sat on top of the grave like a brooding hen. 
His hand was itching like the teeth of a hunting dog. 
A great fire was consuming him inside, devouring him 
like a horse which is afflicted with bots. 
A child, like a little crab, imitates the way its 
guardian behaves and speaks. 
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ii. Tjhaka ke ledinyane la tau, ke mootlwana wa sebata, 
ke tawana e ntjha. 
iii. ~~ria ke nonyana ya seqhala-maraba, ke hlapi ya se-hana 
ho tshwaswa, se-kwenya dilope.50) 
Symbolism. 
In both i 1 l•!Deti Ha Botjhabelai1 and 11 Pitseng01 , the 't\l'riter 
uses the symboliPm of darkness and light, symbolising thereby the 
primitive past of paganism and the approaching light of 
Christianity respectively. 
1va Pitseng ya ntseng a le lefifing o na a le lekgatheng 
la ho tjhabelwa ke lesedi, hobane bosiu bo se bo le 
lekgatheng la ho sa.5l) 
Euphemism. 
~ofolo uses euphemisms out of politeness. He describes 
some ugly situations in pleasant-sounding Nords, as may be seen 
from the following quotations: 
i. Tjhaka one a ikgethetse barwetsana ba batle •••••• 
a nna a ya ho bona, a kgola tjhakatsa ya botjha ba 
bona, mme ere mohla ba wang matswele, ha ho thwe ke 
kgaba le ileng, a ba fetisetse ho matona a hae. 
ii. Nandi a ya ho Senzangakhona a se a holetswe. 
iii. Lebonenyana la bophelo ba hae la tima. 
iv. Tjhaka a fihla ha Dingiswayo moo lerumo le 
tlohang boroko. 
50) i. Fekisi was a herdboy and a good one indeed. 
ii. Tjhaka is a lion's whelp, he is a wild beast cub; 
he is a new little whelp. 
iii. Aria is a bird that scatters all traps; she is a fish 
that refuses to be caught, the swallower of fishing hooks. 
51)P.20.The inhabitant of Pitseng who was still in darkness 
was about to see light because the night was about 
giving place to the day. 
52) 1. Tjhaka chose for himself the most beautiful yo~ 
women ••••• he visited them often and plucked the 
flower of their youth, and when their ~asts had 
fallen, it was said that their bloom }tad gone, and 
he passed them on to his counsellors. 
ii. Nandi went to Senzangakhona 0 s plac~ already pregnant-
iii. The brief candle of her life went out. 
iv. Tjhaka arrived at Dingiswayo 9 s place where the spear 
becomes red with the blood of the foe. 
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Dialo0ue. 
In "?itsen6 " unG. in "fjhaku.", the reader is introuuced to a 
cleverly contr0lled di~lo 6ue that ~lLost reveals the exact tones 
of voices of fuofolo's charac~ers. Frok their t~lks the followinb 
character tr.:::;,i ts co:;_d:: out Ci.istinctly; Du11.~hin NkoKoto is the 
so0 ~ eley_uent unC:. the 1:.ost j_Jrou6.. i ~-J..ric::;, Sebaka. is 1.-·oli te in 
s~eech and res~ectful but does net yield; Aria's wother's 
anxiety ubout the future relcttions of her a~u0h~er with ~lfred 
Phakwe co1.:1es out clecJ.rly froE her reua.rks; Line,cmiso Dlniso is 
never serious, does thin~s for the fun of it; Majwale is sincere 
thou6 h naive 9 '.Cjh&ka is :::u"1bi tious c.s well :iS L8.licious; Ismmsi 
is wil,:;- and ca.n re2d the thou6 hts of others; Dingisv,ayo is 
cautious and has insight into the char~cter of other ~eople. 
Thus the reader gains throu6 h this uialo6 ue the excitin6 ex~e­
rience of seein6 the ~ersonalities of ~he characters Qirrored 




An Evaluation of Mofolo as a Writer. 
A knowledge of Mofolo's personal life which forms part of 
the introduction to this dissertation helps us to understand 
him as a writer; and to realise that two different lines of 
influence have determined the character of his works. On the 
one hand there are those influences which come to him through 
his direct contact with the missionaries at Morija, and through 
his theological studies which led to a thorough knowledge of 
the Bible from which he quotes freely and copiously in his 
second book, "Pitseng11 • On the other hand, his more intimate 
and profound knowledge of African life and thought, his history, 
his customs and his beliefs~ made him turn to the dim past 
where he unearthed the little incident in the life of the Zulu 
king, the sin of Nandi and ~enzangakhona, which had fascinating 
complications lurking in it. This he pursued and magnificently 
built a logical sequence of events and a gradual development 
of personality out of it. 
Mofolo was essentially a man of his time, and was completely 
at one with his age. Endowed with a passionately earnest 
nature, he was undoubtedly one of the greatest moral forces 
of his age. He wrote at a time when Christianity was new in 
this part of the world. The different attitudes and interests 
which were prevalent at the time these novels were written, 
made Christianity topical. To write about religion espec~illy 
Christianity in those days, was the height of achievement. 
Its influence is apparent in his writing and thinking in his 
first two books. When he wrote them~ moral conRiderations 
were always uppermost in his mind. He was a s~udent of 
theology and a passionately religious man~ vr.ho wrote these 
books from the depth of his religious expe=iences and convictions. 
This explains the reason why there are strong didactic tendencies 
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in his earlier works. The author's aim was not only to depict 
and, by depicting to amuse; he took his work seriously, and 
knowing the moral standard of his people and time, he sought 
also to correct and teach: 
Mofolo is a soul by nature, Christian, and sees in every 
crisis the clash of good and evil.ll) 
There is, therefore, this distinct ethical purpose in his 
earlier works. His tone and manner are those of the pulpit" 
He teaches lessons of virtue and at the same time makes himself 
a delight of his readers. He appeals to the religious conceptions 
and feelings of his audience; the conceptions and feelings which 
are also predomi.t:J..ent in himself. This shows that predisposition 
to certain kinds of emotional experiences plays a part in, and 
influences the writer. He was more and more concerned with 
the problem of salvation and the first two of his works are 
attempts to grapple with this problem and to find a solution 
to it. These are novels of contemporary social, religious and 
domestic life, the interest of which depends upon the doings 
of people in a familiar setting. The world of his works is 
not the world of romance, but of contemporary Lesotho with her 
types, manners, foibles, affections etc. In this way, Mofolo 
initiated a fresh movement towards a modern novel of characters 
and manners. 
Mofolo is the only man in our literature who haR ever 
succeeded in writing a prose allegory and in filling it through-
out, without any sacrifice of the symbolism, with the abeorbing 
interest of a real human story. He confronted his reading 
public with this imaginative writing which involved the full 
personality of the autll.or and laid him open to the gaze of the 
reader; and committed him to a confession of what he is and 
what he aspires to be. This marvellously effective use of· 
fiction as allegory was something new and exciting. Despite 
11) Henry Newbolt, Introduction to "Tjhaka"vs Translation. P.xii. 
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its simplicity of subject matter it was so fresh in character 
and interest that it scored an·. instant and sensational success. 
Mofolo was not content with literature based purely on individual 
experience. He looked for an all-embracing vision which should 
encompass all things in heaven and earth. He touched the 
three dimensional planes of relationships: the plane of 
relationship between an individual and his fellow human beings; 
the plane of relationship between man and nature; and the plane 
of relationship between man and his creator. This is the 
master image of human relationship we find in the earlier works 
of Mofolo. To interpret this image he resorted to allegory 
and symbolism. Light and love are the corner stones of this 
symbolism. Light represented the coming of Christianity, which 
came to replace the old pagan religion. Love symbolised the 
relationship between Christ and the Church or the faithful; and 
is a common and basic factor of all good relationships such as 
marriage. Both concepts were invested with a luminous 
quality which linked them together in his imagination. Both 
brought about enlightenment and enlightenment was the watchword 
of his age. 
Mofolo's books are adorned with proverbial and idiomatic 
expressions as well as ideophones. The essential quality of 
his style· is precision. He never attempted to pursue elegance~ 
and was never conscious of the shape and structure of his 
sentences. His real concern has always been to convey his 
meaning clearly and well. His writings are littered with 
figures of speech which have the effect of crystallising the 
meaning. His enormous wealth of vocabulary plus the necessary 
skill of adding more meaning to the words by reduplicating· their 
stems is another remarkable feature of his writing. Fewer 
writers, no matter what their training and accomplishments, 
have in fact never shown a keener sense of the right word and 
a pleasing style of phraseology. His habit of exaggerating 
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penultimate length has the effect of charging words with 
emotional significance. His way of repeating words is never 
tidious or monotonous but has always a pleasent effect of 
deepening the intended meaning or sense. In his mastery of 
vivid descriptions and a pleasing choice of words, Mofolo is 
unrivalled. 
In his later work, Mofolo is inspired by issues, experiences 
and observations which are different from those we came across 
in his earlier books. He does not write as an observer but as 
a creator of fictitious life. Perhaps it will be interesting 
and stimulating to note that of all the Basotho writers, Mofolo 
was the first to write on imagined occurrences; on things that 
were never present physically until his fertile imagination 
presented them in fictitious events and characters. He wrote 
fiction and made us behave towards it as though it were an 
actual occurrence in the lives of certain people at certain 
times. It is Mofolo who introduced creative novel-writing 
into Southern Sotho literature. He rose above the plane of_-
story-telling of the e.arly and the New Basotho writers. His 
wonderful imagination gave him a place almost by himself in 
unimaginative aee. He had a gift of creating and imparting 
life to his creations. He appealed to the imagination of his 
readers by landing them in strange countries and making them 
see visions of the unknown world. Fekisi carried _them across 
the seas. Alfred Phakwe and Aria Sebaka transport,~d them to 
a utopian world of bliss and happiness. Isanusi gave them a 
peep into the world of spirits, and made them change their ideas 
and convictions about death. 
Mofolo also wrote as a typical African versed in African 
culture and tradition. He had the power of weaving tragedy 
out of home-spun materials, materiale which are taken from the 
life and history of an African king; materials taken from the 
beliefs and customs of the African people themselves. He knew 
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the folklore of his people. He could narrate the stories of 
the legendary heroes such as fenkatana; he could tell very 
adequately the fabulous story of Kgodumo-dumo; he could compose 
and sing the praises of man and animals. 
In his later work Mofolo no longer restricts action to 
purely human agencies. He makes use of the supernatural 
elements commonly believed by the African people: portents 
fill the atmosphere; spirits rise from their graves and take keen 
interest in the welfare of their relations; snakes assume human 
characteristics and act as messengers of good and evil from 
the ancestral world; witches and magicians, with their magical 
,~ performances, control and dominate African life. By this work 
Mafolo has clearly demonstrated the fact that imagined life is 
clearer than reality; and by so doing he has put to shame the 
pride of documentary history found in some of our literature 
books. He gives a picture of common life enlivens it with 
humour and sweetens it with pathos. He crowds this picture 
with real portraits, not only of individuals known to the world 
or to the author, but of cre.ated personages impregnated with 
traits of human character. All these creations add to Mofolo's 
genius as a writer and, of all his works, "Tjhaka" is the book 
which represents his genius best. With Mofolo creative 
writing, imagination and conflict are a 'sine qua non" of 
fiction. 
In his last work Mofolo shows maturity. From the novels 
of contemporary, social, religious and domestic life, to the 
tale that seeks to give both a sense of terror and a sense of 
the past, Mofolo makes a startling transition. He now gives 
shape and form to his attitude towards life and evaluates life 
by means of the actions, thoughts and expressions of his characters. 
He resorts to the gradual unfolding of the inner man; and he 
possesses the secret of making even his historical characters 
vital and human. His Senzangakhona, Nandi, Tjhaka, Dingiswayo, 
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Zwide, Dingana, Mhlangana etc. are fine pieces of imaginative 
re-creation. He introduced conflict into his characters to 
act as fuel to drive the fascinating events of his novels. 
He had a unique power of dealing with other people's emotions 
from the inside, and of making unfamiliar characters, such as 
Isanusi, Ndlebe and Malunga, live rather than become catalogues 
of qualities without reality and life. In them we see actual 
men moving amid real scenes and taking part in various incidents. 
~ His characterisation shows a remarkable development which must 
be regarded as a stage in the evolution of the genuine novel in 
our literature. When we consider imaginative writing, creative 
energy, conflict and patient microscopic analysis of motive and 
passion found in his last work we are compelled to conclude 
that Mofolo still holds an undisputed, pre-eminent place in 
Southern Sotho literature. 
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